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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer technology is an extreme~ vi tal. and rapi~ changing 
field; the digital computer considered in 1958 - 1959 to be the largest, 
fastest, and most flexible has already been relegated to a secondary, or 
perhaps a minor role, :l.n toda.y's survey of the field. Similarly, the scope 
o~ the problema deemed suitable or feasible for canputer solution is rap-
i~ growing, and it is difficult even to conjecture as to the role high-
speed canputation 'Vill play in science, technology, government, or finance 
1n tvo or three, let alone ten more, years . Lest it appear that attempt-
ing to study high-speed computer technology is largely Without reward, it 
should be pointed out that despite the fluidity of equipreent and applica-
tions, a grasp of the basic principles can be readily obtained and proves 
to be 'Videly applicable. '!hUB ve find a large computer industry, populated 
by International Business Machines Corporation, Sperry-Rand, Philco Cor-
poration, and Ra.dio Corporation of America, to name only a fev, which 
houses thousands of electronics engineers capable of designing, refining, 
and innovating the circuitry and mechanical devices required by the c~­
puter market. Al.so, most large industrial concerns have built up staffs 
of analysts called programmers, capable of preparing problems for solution 
by computers. 
There is, however, a lack of real understanding of the advantages 
and limitations of large-scale high-speed digital canputers in one very 
influential segrcent of industry: management. '!he views of mfU:lY corporate 
executives regarding computers oeem to be more influenced by articles about 
"giant brains " in popular J:18g8.zines and by the :f'a ct that a COJni: et1 tor has, 
7· 
or has not o.a yet, acquired a computer installation than by the actual 
merits of the prospecti'~ application within their ovn operation. Another 
unfortunate reault of the rapid growth of computer complexity has been that 
many segments of the economy have been incorrectly convinced that their 
problem ia too trivial for macM.ne solution or that the machines are un~ 
suited to their appl1.cation . The latter effect stems to a. large degree 
frcm. the con:partn:entalization of technical fields and frozr. the growing 
trend toward o:pecialization an:.ong the sciences. Thus it is obvious to e.n 
accountant that cust~er accounting, invenwry, or accounts pa,table can 
be hc.ndled by a digital computer, because the technique represents merely 
an extension of already partially mechanized methods already in use; it 
is not nea1·1y es apparent that corporate long- and short-range planning 
can be assisted wita a coruputer. 
'!be field of finance is one in which digital COI;Jputera have 
lately begun to bec~e pro~inent. The purpose of this paper is to pr o-
vide, in the context of the financial wor ld, an exposition of the develop-
ment of high- speed digit al computation; an outline of the processing per-
formed by computers and of the n:ethods end components they utilize :for such 
processing; a survey of current types o:f' applications for high-apeed com-
putation; examples of computer applications in financial institutions with 
particular streso being placed on stock brokerage; and a proposal for the 
e~~ension of such brokerage computation to the area of inves~ent analysis 
to :provide an indication o...' one nrea in which t\U'ther computer application 
to finance n.ight be I.Cade . 
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2. THE DEVEWFMENT OF HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL C<J.1PUTERS 
Today's large computing machines are descendants of a surpris-
ingly long line of electronic, electrical, e.nd mechanical ancestors, dating 
back to the seventeenth century. Before describing the capabilities of 
modern computers it 1s valuable to trace their historical development and 
the needs they have been built to :f'ulf'il, and to examine the elements which 
canprise them and the techniques which make these elements necessary and 
which enable them to perform computations. 
2.1 Histoty of Digital CpmPutation 
The prominence of business transactions in the earliest records 
of' mankind indicates the early need for methods of' calculation in civiliza-
tion. It is surprising, therefore, that practical methods were slow to 
evolve. The concept of making the value of a digit depend upon its posi-
tion was generated by the Babylonians, making it possible for a few sym-
bols to be used to represent many numbers, but the advantages of this idea 
were not widely appreciated. 1be concept of zero, the other major feature 
of our munber system, was known to the Hindus in the ninth century, but 
not until the thirteenth century did our present number system develop to 
the point where arithmetic operations - addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation, and division - were considered elementary. MeChanical devices to 
assist in performing cal.culation ceme considerably later, w1 th the notable 
exception of the abacus, which was used in ancient times. 
Blaise Pascal, the brilliant French mathematician and physicist, 
invented the first adding machine 1n 1642. It utilized number wheels 
driven by ratchets, and made provision for carries from one digit position 
to the next. The stepped ,,heel, a drum which has nine teeth of increasing 
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length along its surface, was invented by Leibniz in 1671. A gear placed 
on an axis parallel to tflat of the drum is rotated a number of steps cor-
responding to the number of teeth on the section of the drum opposite 
which the gear is positioned. Thus if the gear is placed at the end of 
the drum where nine teeth are, it will be rota.ted. nine-tenths of a revolu-
tion :ror each d.rum revolution; if it is positioned where only three teeth 
extend, it will rotate three-tenths of a revolution for each drum revolu-
tion. The Leibniz wheel facilitates rapid mechanical multiplication by 
repeated addition and is found even today in sooe mechanical calculators . 
The first calculating machine manufactured for general use was built by 
ThOil!B.s in 1822; it employed the Leibn1z wheel :principle. Not until 1902 
was a machine built which could multiply and divide completely automatically. 
A different facet of rr:odern computing opened vl.th the develop e:·t 
of punched-card tabulating machines invented by Hollerith fer tabulating 
the results of the United States census of 1890. These punched-card ~a­
chines becarre extremely versatile and widely used in a very short ti~e. 
The principle of operation entails the punching of holes in cards to indi-
cate numbers; the numbers are "read" electrically by brushes as the cards 
pass over conducting drtut.s, or mechanically by fingers which move into and 
out of the holes s.s the cards are moved. past. The signals sensed from the 
cards operate switches or relays which control arithmetic or logical opera-
tions of the machines to tabulate, sum, sort, collate, etc. The fUnctions 
of the machines have been greatly expanded through the addition of a con-
trol panel which enables a vide diversity of logical setupn of the same 
machine to be made by wiring circuits with patch cords instead of perma-
nent wiring. 1 
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'lhe sc-cal.led "father'l of modem cOOJputers ws Charles Babba.ge, 
a nineteenth-century Ellglich mathema.ticic.n . He found reany errors :! . t he 
tableo of ma.th~tical iunctions available at the time ru1d conceived the 
idea of building a ~achine to build up such tables fr~ their successive 
differences. 2 He built a model of the difference engine in 1822, When he 
was only thirty years old. ll..achine-shop techniques 'rere not well enough 
developed to provide the precision he required fer the engine, but by 1830 
he had conceived a far more complex t.la.chine which he called an Ane.lytical 
Engine o.nd to whose construction he devoted the remainder of his life. IJ.he 
Analytical Engine, for which detailed engineering drsvings have been pre-
served, was planned to go through a pre-assigned cequence of calculations; 
it would store numbers, recycle over a 8elected part of the calculations, 
and print out its reoults . Punched cards lil~e those used 1n the Jacquard 
lootl invented in the 178o's would be used to feed instructions ar.d data 
to the machine. 'Ibe concept of a. machine performing a sequence of coopu-
tations w1 thout the need of human assistance is the cornerstone of modern 
COl!l!luting systems. Ne:l.ther Ba.bbage nor his son, H. P. Ba.bbaae) vere able 
to corrplete the rr~chine, again due chiefly to the unavailability of ade-
quate machu1e-shop techniques for gear- and ca.rr-cuttin3, etc. Parte of 
the machine were completed, however, and are on exhibition in the Science 
MuseUL~ in London. 3 
A machine based on Babbage 's engines vas not built until 1944, 
'When Dr. Howard Aiken, of the Computation Laboratory of Harvard tmiveraity, 
a~sistcd by the Inteinational Business ~~chines Corporation, completed the 
4 Mark I Calculator. 'lbe Mark I is a mechanical computer which is con:posed. 
largely of components from standard Imt. electric accounting machines . The 
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instructions are provided the co.l.culator by a punched paper tape which is 
read electrically by brushes which make contact through the punched holes . 
The data for calculation are read from punched cards, and the results may 
be punched into other cards or typed out by electric typewriters controlled 
by the machine. There are special mechanical components to perform func-
tions such as logarithms end sines. The machine was completely successful, 
but is extremely slow for current requirerr.ents, based as 1 t is on mechanical 
principles. 
Machines using electrical elements ?or c~putation date to 194o, 
when Stibitz of Bell Telephone Laboratories built a small calculator which 
utilized electrical relays to perform computation. 5 Since then, a series 
of relay computers have been built at the Laboratories for the ultimate 
purpose of providing reliable computation for use in telephone exchange 
switching, etc. Relay computers today are extremely complex, but provide 
excellent reliability and require a minimum of I:IB.intenance. '!hey are about 
ten times as fast as mechanical computers, but fall far short of the 
b 
capabilities of electronic computers . 
!Jbe large-scale effort during World War II in the electronics 
field, notably in the area of radar, where means had to be developed to 
cope with extremely brief electrical pulses received in extremely short 
periods of ti..me, pointed the way to electronic digital car:putation. 
Dr. Vnnnevar Bush had built a machine called a Differential Analyzer 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in t he late nineteen-thirties. 
'!his machine solved dif ferential equations by analog means; t he values of 
variablen were measured and represented by electrical ' oltages. Figure I 
12. 
illustrates the difference between analog and dig! tal devices in a simple 
fashion. Regardless of the technique used to accomplish the calculation, 
an analog device is characterized by its ability to measure the value of 
a quantity; a digital device characteristically counts to determine values. 
The Differential Analyzer was sufficiently accurate and flexible for 
ordinary differential equations but could not eope with fUnctions of more 
than one variable. Dr. Norbert rliener, who he d been closely associated 
with Dr. Bush 1n the developnent of the Differential Analyzer and had also 
done considerable work on the analysis of electric networks in collaboration 
with Dr. Yuk rling Lee, began working vigorously in the summer of 194o on 
computing machines for solving partial differential equations.7 Dr. Wiener 
felt that the solution of partial differential equations by machine required 
a scanni.ng process to cope with the multiple variables involved, and 
recognized that there would be a tremendous increase in the number of data 
the machine would have to handle relative to that involved in ordinary 
differential equations if a scanning technique were employed. Although the 
scanning process would enable partial differential equations to be solved by 
the repetitive performance of simple arithl::letic operations, the bulk of data 
to be processed implied that the speed with Which each addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, or division was performed must be radically increased over 
anything realizable until that time. In addition, it was imperative that 
no slower step be allowed to interrupt the high-speed arit~etic operation, 
and that the process be carried out with such a high degree of accuracy that 
p 
( - __ =o] 
FIGURE I 
ANALOG DEVICES MEASURE; DIGITAL DEVICES COUN'l' 
Source: The MITRE Corporation 
... 
w 
. 
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even astronomical numbers of repetitions vould not produce a cumulative 
error large enough to affect the required accuracy of' the solution. 
Dr. Wiener therefore recommended to Dr. Bush that a machine 
to solve partial differential equations should have the following 
characteristics:8 
1. A numerical central adding and multiplying apparatus, as in 
an ordinary adding machine, rather than a measurement device as in the 
Differential. Analyzer, should be used. 
2. '!be central adding and multiplying apr....aratus should depend 
on electronic tubes rather than gears or mechanical relays 1 to increase 
* speed. 
3. The apparatus should employ the scale of' tvo for addition 
and multiplication, in accordance v1th the logic of sane equipnent already 
in use at the Bell Telephone Laboratories 1 rather than the scale of ten. 
4. '!be entire sequence of operations should be laid out on the 
machine so that no human intervention vould be required from the start 
of the process until results were obtained, and the machine should have 
built into it all the logical decisions necessary for this. 
5. The machine should have a storage apparatus which could 
record data quickly, hold them until it was desired to erase them, read 
them quickly, and then be available at once for the storage of new data. 
* Current technology has further increased the speed of these elements by 
replacing the tubes v1 th transistors. 
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Although these ideas vere not iltmediately acted upon, they 
form the basis of the deo:;ign of all of toda.y's high-speed computers. 
Dr. v1iener disclaims sole responsibility for the:c:J., and some of then:: 
can be seen to have their genesis in the work of Babbage and others, 
but Dr. '\-:iener's influence was then, as it is now, extensive, and the 
popularity of these ideas with engineers was owed in no smsll. part to 
this inf'lu.ence. 
The first electronic computer was tb.e ENIP.tf3 (Electronic 
Numerical Integrator and Calculator) built by J. Presper Eckert an<l 
John H. Hauchly under the supervision of Dr. J. M. Brainerd at the 
University of Pennsylvania Moore School of' Engineering. The ENIAC was 
designed to perform baJ.l..t.ctic clQculations, which it acco:nlplished using 
electronic pulses generated at a rate of 100,000 per second. In attempt-
ing to extend its usefulness to other areas, it waa found that 'W'!ring 
un1 ts togethe1· vas too tedious. ibis led to the developnent o:f the 
'EDVAfil!J (Electronic Discrete V~iable Automatic Calculator), which 
utilized a punChed paper tape to insert a sequence of instructions for 
each problem into the r.aacbine. Caleul.ations uere made in the binary 
* m.m:iber system, to vhich decimal number inputs were converted 8..nd with 
vhich eleetric typewriters were controlled to print outputs. 
* 'lhe binary system uses a base of two, rather than ten as is used in the 
conventional. dec:inal. system, for expressing numbers. 'Ibis makes it 
possible to express all the necessary digits, which in the binary system 
are only 0 and 1, With simple electrical. devices. See Section 3.1 for 
furthe.r discussion of the binary number system. 
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In 194o Jay vl. Forrester and Gordon s. Brown organized the 
Servanechanisms Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
At the end of the war, they wished to build an aircraft flight simul.ator 
as an aircra.:ft design tool, and, finding the problem too difficult for 
an analog approach, began construction of WHIRIMIND I in 1947. '!his 
computer, built under the auspices of the lbited States Navy, was 
planned as both a simulator and a real-time control device, and served 
as the heart of the Cape Cod System, a small-scale air defense system 
which demonstrated the feasibility of the real-time control techniques 
used in our present SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment) sir defense 
system. ~e SAGE System was developed by the M. I.T. Lincoln Laboratory, 
of which the Digital Computer Laboratory had become a part in 1952. 
Cape Cod, and later SAGE, were the first applications of digital canputers 
which did not involve purely computational processes; a more detailed 
description of the use of computers in military command and control 
appears in Section 3. 4 below. 
Also in the early nineteen-fifties, Doctors John von Neumann 
and H. H. Goldstine developed a computer known as MAN~ (Mathematical 
Numerical Integrator and Calculator 1 named somewhat facetiously by 
Dr. von Neumann) which utilized their studies of the sequential operations 
involved in the numerical solution of mathematical problems to modit'y 
ENIAC for programmed sequential operation ~ punched cards rather than 
plug and cord wiring. 
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Since the end of' 1-Jorld War II, large computing companies have 
been active in the development of general-purpose and special-purpose 
electronic digital computers. International Business ll.achines Corpora-
tion, whose long experience w1 th punched- card equipment gave them some-
thing of a head start, is the acknowledged leader in this highly ccmpeti-
tive field, which also includes Sperry Rand (makers of the UNIVAC 
computers), National Cash Register Company, Radio Corporation of America, 
Honeywell Corporation, Control Data Corporation, Burroughs Corporation, 
and several others. The development of special-purpose business canputere 
has completed the cycle of science and business interaction which began 
when the business machines developed by Herman Hollerith were uaed to 
construct scientific canputers like the Harvard Mark I. 'lhese cauputers 
have now progressed to the point where modern electronic business data 
processing systems are becoming almost as cam:oon as punched-card account-
ing installations were f'it'teen or twenty years ago. 
2.2 The Growing Need for Hish:Speed Computing 
'!he original stimulus for the construction of computers was a 
need to solve iterative scientific problems, which involve fev basic data 
which must be operated on many thousands of times. '!he biggest stumbling 
block in problems of this type is the computing speed available; input and 
output mechanisms are involved only rarely. 'lberetore, the emphasis 1n 
early computers was on speeding up the computing element. The development 
from mechanical to relay to electronic computation discussed above was 
chiefly required tor iterative calculations, notably those in atomic 
l.B. 
physics which under~ the developnent of the atomic bomb. At the other 
end of the spectrum are business, industrial, and most mili ta.ry cOD.IIll8.Dd 
and control problems in which relative~ simple calculations must be 
pert·ormed on vast amounts of different kinds of data. Real-time applica-
tions, in which the eanputer handles inputs such as chemical process 
temperatures, pressures, volumes, and viscosities so rapidly that modifica-
tions to the process are made before any variable has had time to exceed 
pre-set levels, damond extreme speed of input and output, but general.ly 
do not tax the ccm:puting speed of modern Callputers in which completion 
of most n-.athematical operations involving tvo m.ucbers requires on~ about 
ten one-millionths of a second. Real-time control does make some demands 
on canputing speed, however: when many inputs must be handled and the 
time interval between samplings of a given input is necessarily short, 
the computer must be able to cycle through all the inputs vi thin this 
interval. In cases of this type, it is obviously desirable to have as 
fast a c0t1puter as possible. Air detense or air traffic control systems, 
in which large numbers ot radar sets are supplying data in an almost 
continuous flow, are good examples of this type of problem. 
The need for high-speed computation in business becomes evident 
when we consider the grovth in the amount of relatively simple paper work 
in recent years. 'lbe ratio of clerks to industrial workers in this 
country increased :f'rom 11 to 100 in 194<> to 16 to 100 in 195512 and has 
probably increased even more since then. 'nle digital computer, with its 
growing ability to communicate With people and its astronomically high 
19. 
computing speed,- can red.uce unnecessary depa.-tmentalization and duplica-
tion of paper work and indeed o~ers the only hope of coping with su~h 
:problei::B as the reco:rding of stock exchange transactions as volumes of 
data continue to increase. 
2. 3 The Elements of a Computing System 
Regardless of whether a computer is used for scientific csJ.cula-
tions or business data processing, certain basic elements are required. 
These, illustrated schematically in Figure n, are: the arithmetic ele-
m..~t, the control u.'lit, the st.o~, the :i.nput, and the output. The 
:p'..!Shbuttons shcr,m in Figure II are real.J..y part of the control unit; the 
t3pe prepa.ration and tape are represe:Ttative of the various method::; of 
presenting data to the input unit; and the secondary storage, although 
present in most ca:nputing syste:a for bulk data retention, may be thought 
of ~::erely as an extension of the stor...ge element rather than an entity. 
The input element reads punched. cards, paper tape, magnetic tape, 
or electrical. signals, •lhich contain the sequence of instructions 3nd the 
data, into the storage element. A manual typewriter keyboa..'l"d IiJS.Y also be 
used, particula.rly in the srnal.ler computer, for input entry. 
The storage element is usua.l.ly divided into two sections. The 
secondary storage operates at a higher speed than the input devices and 
has a large data eapaci ty. The magnetic tape un1 ts most .frequent) j' employed 
for this purpose can store over a mil.llon alphanumeric characters on a 
single reel of tape and make them e.l.J. available to the canputer in a minute 
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or so. '!he secondary storage is used for constants and problem and pro-
gram data which is too voluminous to fit into the high-speed storage at 
one ti.Jne, but is needed a t same point in the computation. 'lbe main, or 
high-speed, storage operates at a speed commensurate w1 th that of the 
arithmetic element and stores the program of instructions which is 
eurrently being operated and the data required for immediate use. 
'!he ari tbmetic un1 t performs the various operations of' which the 
canputer is capable, usually only addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division, and comparison, on the data. Although canputers can and do 
perform far more complex mathematical operations than these, it should be 
noted that the methods invariably involve only these simple operations 
performed in various sequences. 
'!he control is the heart of the computer. It implements the 
instructions stored in the memory, sel.ecting the proper arithmetic or 
logical operation from the ari tbmetic element 's repertoire, picking up 
data fran specified locations in the memory, storing data or handing it 
on to the output element, and transferring under the command of the stored 
program in the memory to the next step desired. A program is a l.ist of 
instructions for the computer; it governs the operation of the computer 
circuits through the control element. 
The output element records the results of the computation. tbder 
control of the program, the output unit punches cards, prints out data, or 
generates electrical signals to control. other equipnent. 
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2.4 Techniques of Digital Computation 
'lbe key to machine computation 1B the canputer program. 'lhe 
large general-purpose machines of today are not mechanized to obey the 
large number of basic instructions they can perform in any particular 
sequence. 'lhe program structures the sequence of instructions for the 
computer; in this vay1 the general-purpose machine can perform a specific 
problem and, having CCI!!Pleted it, be set to perfonn a different task 
merely by reading in a new program. '!be program specifies all the things 
which are variable in the computer's performance, particularly with re-
gard to the sequence of instructions and the location of the data involved 
in these instructions. To a programmer, then, the two characteristics of 
a computer which are of paramount importance are: the precise result of 
specifYing each of the available instructions, and the characteristics 
of the high-speed storage, or memory, with respect to its organization and 
its size. 
In cycling through the program of instructions, the control ele-
ment analyzes each instruction to determine 'What operation the arithmetic 
element must perform and where the data on which this operation is to be 
performed are located. Each l.ocation in the high-speed storage, l.ike the 
bins in a ha.tcheck roan, is assigned a number, or address. 'lbis address, 
rather than the contents ot the bin, is used to speci:f'y desired location 
1n1"orma:tion to the control element. !~.bus, a program would contain an 
instruction "add the number in location 25 to the number in location 26" 
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rather than, "add 100 to 325, " assuming those were the respect! ve con-
tents ot locations 25 and 26. Spec1tying the operation or the program 
1n this way is what enables us to use the same program over and over 
again; we need only arrange to have the numbers in the specified locations 
changed. '!his can be done, in the s:1lllplest case, by reading in new data 
fran the input element or secondary storage to the locations desired, 
then arranging to repeat the desired sequence of instructions. This 
repetition is called a program loop. In nonnal operation, the control 
element sequences through the instructions in the program one at a time, 
selecting each new instruction (or, it required, a piece of data) accord-
ing to the location e.ddress stored in the control element. Certain pro-
gram instructions can be used to modify the address :fran which the next 
instruction will be taken, and essentially make the computer cycle through 
a short sequence over and over again. Obviously, sane means must be 
provided for getting out of the loop when the fUnction has been completed. 
'lbis is usua.lly done by inserting an instruction which directs the control 
element to repeat the loop only if a certain condition has not yet been 
met. For example, let us assume that we wish to perform a certain calcula-
tion ten successive times. We _could provide a counter which would be 
decreased by one each time we pertonn the calculation and set the counter 
to ten; after each cal.culation, the control element would repeat the loop 
only if the counter had not yet been reduced to zero. It is this conditional 
branching of program control which gives computers much of their flexibility, 
pa.rt1eularly With regard to decision-making. It we have a canputer which 
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takes one course of action when a counter reads zero and another vhen the 
counter is not zero, and we are clever enough to speci.fy our problems in 
such a way as to set that counter to zero when ve want course of action A 
to ensue and to something other than z.ero when we want action B, we have 
given our computer the ability to make a simple choice of alternatives. 
A glance at the programmer's manual for a;ny of the modern computers indi-
cates that far more sophisticated choice-making instructions are available, 
but they can all be reduced to the simple conditional branch of program 
control. 
In addition to the program loop, another program technique should 
be mentioned, since it, too, contributes greatly to the nexibility of the 
digital computer. 'lb.is technique, called address modification, enables 
the program to avoid bringing the data for each new computation into the 
standard set of' addresses; instead, the addresses in the program are changed 
so that they refer successively to the location of each batch of data. 
Address modification is f'requently faster and more convenient than bringing 
the data into the standard locations. Instructions are provided in most 
computers to refer to an address modifier register each time a program loop 
is negotiated, so that all the data locations specified in the loop are 
cycled. .Assume a payroll problem is being run, and that all the data on 
one worker are stored in five successive locations, the data for the next 
worker in the next five addresses, and so on. By increasing the location 
address of each reference to vorker data by five each time through the loop, 
the program can compute payroll for each worker in turn. 13 When the last 
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worker's pay has been computed, a counter cycled each time the loop was 
negotiated would have been counted down to zero, and the control element 
would proceed to a different portion of the program. 
The examples adduced above do little more than suggest the great 
flexibility available in modern data processors. It can be inferred that 
considerable ingenuity is required to take f'Ul.l advantage of coo:puter capa-
bilities, and this inference is borne out by the high salaries and short 
supply of rea.l..1y canpetent programmers. !~.be ma.nut'acturers and large com-
puter users have made considerable progress in simpli:f'ying the use of data 
processors by non-prograzmners. Such systems as International Business 
Machine Corporation's FORTRAiv (Formula Translation) System, 'Which converts 
what is essentia.J..ly an algebraic problem statement into a coo.puter program 
automatically; and, more recently, COBOL (Common Business-Oriented Language ), 
created by a group of manufacturers and users to facilitate the translation 
o~ business data-processing problems into programs, are examples of this 
trend. As computers have developed, then, emphasis has shifted from central 
processing to input and output equipment, and now to teclmiques for achiev-
ing rapport between the data processor and 1 ts user. 
2.5 Capabilities of Electronic Information Processors 
The application of digital computation to the non-scientific, or 
industrial, problem is characterized by an increased emphasis on infontla-
tion handling at the expense of complex math~tical manipulation. Al-
though it is true that many industrial applications, particularly those 
involving real.-time process control, entail the employment of sophisticated 
mathematical. equa.tiona, the average industrial - as well as business or 
financial - application involves logical operationa, or information pro-
ceasing, rather than scientific cal.culation, or ~ processing. In the 
area of management planning and control., an electronic information pro-
cessing system can provide the fol.lowing advantages over basical.ly manual. 
14 procedures: 
l.. Improve the speed of transmission, processing, and reprod.uc-
tion of permanent and semi-permanent records. 
2. Reduce the need for manpower. 
3. Reduce the amount of space needed for record storage . 
4. Automatically perform the interm.ediate data processing pro-
cedures, giving more flexibility, vi th increased accuracy, in preparing a 
variety of reports. 
Electronic information processing has been defined15 as the use of elec-
tronic computers and informatj.on processors to aid in: 
1. Lower-level decision-~~g operations. 
2. Preparation of necessary printed records to disseminate de-
cisions to the organization. 
3. Measurement and preparation of intelligible, timely reports 
of actual progress for use in control of the operation by management. 
Decision-making assistance requires gathering the data on which 
decisions rest; screening, summarizing, and tabulating the data if necessary 
to enhance comprehensibility; and performing those parts of the decision-
making process which have been programmed for machine solution. Prepara-
tion of printed records might include the generation, in paper format, of 
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purchase orders, production or shop instructions, premium notices, or 
customer account balances, for example, reflecting the decisions made 
on the basis of the data collected and the parameters used by management 
to reach these deci.sions . Measurement of progress has long been a clerical 
operation, which can readily be accelerated through the use ot el.ectronic 
equipuent. Consolidation of the large number of transactions concluded 
in a short period of time and at diverse locations is a dif'f'icult task 
for clerks, but a relatively simple one for a fair-sized information 
processing system. 
Examples of applications for electronic information systems are 
many, and more may be found almost daily. A few representative ones appear 
in Section :; ; they have been selected to illustrate not only the actual 
obs being accomplished in various fields by electronic processors but 
also the amazing variety of applications to 'Which these tools are being put. 
As mentioned in Section 1, the application of computers in new fields may 
de~~d in part on the apprising of people working in such fields of the 
employn:ent of these devices by others. Just as canputer develoJ;Eent pro-
ceeded fran scientific problem to business equipnent to scientific applica-
tion to business application, availing itself of advances in both realms, 
so may computer utilization d1 versify through the blending of experience 
gained in such areas as accounting, banking, production control, transpor-
tation, retailing, military control, and finance. In this dynamic field, 
it is a.dmittedly not a simple task even to remain cognizant of advances in 
one's ovn area of specialization; the value of whatever cross-fertilization 
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of ideas can be achieved 1s so great, however, that all reeaonable effort 
should be expended. 16 
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3. APPLICATION OF HIGH- SPEED CCMPl1rERS 
The breadth of application of high-speed computing systems, sug-
gested in the preceding section, now encompasses many :fields previously 
thought to be beyond the sco:pe of automatic processing. Areas such as 
operations research and military decision-making certainly :fall into this 
classification, yet much of the work in digital computer systems now in 
progress is in these areas. In a.ddi tion to these, other classes of opera-
tion are of interest in bringing an insight to the use of digital computers 
in financial, and more particularly brokerage house, operation. 
In examining the various applications, we will concern ourselves 
with the flow of information. In so doing, we will consider the organiza-
tion or application as an integrated system, a canplex of ideas and obj ects 
assembled for some purpose and characterized by definable interaction or 
interdependence. The :flow of information in a system is relatively inde-
pendent of the means used to perform any given operation in the system. 
'!be manual data- processing system illustrated somewhat facetiously in 
Figure III, therefore, is exactly equivalent to that of Figure II; the sub-
stitution of slower, less reliable components does not affect the informa-
tion flow, only the rate of that flow. Conversely, introduction of high-
speed computers into a system leaves the basic information :flow unafi'ected; 
it is :frequently true that this flow has been imperfectly understood, if at 
all, before an automatic system is contemplated or acquired. Obviously, 
the first step in applying a computer to any problem is the specification 
of the information flow; the role to be played by the computer can be 
defined only 1n this context. Figure IV is one possible representation of 
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the broad flov of' both information and material. in an inventory control. 
system; it uses stick-figures rather than the e.onventional blocks and 
arrovs to improve comprehension by potential users of' the system of' the 
analyst's conception of the data flow. Figure V is a more conventional 
information flow diagram of the same process. It is this type of' diagram 
which is used in determining where and hov a computer might be applied 
to the system. 
'!be flow diagram concept is an important one to the computer 
systems analyst; using it, he successively refines his concept of the 
system, eventually reducing it to the point at which a computer programmer 
can prepare a program to actually perform the required tasks. A program 
flow chart, of course, is far more detailed than Figure V; it might con-
tain blocks labelled "Is inventory of part number Al346 more than 144?", 
"Reduce inventory of indicated part by number withdrawn fran distribution 
center," or nPrint purchase order," for examp1e. 
3.1 Scientific Calculations 
Since the bulk of' the discussion of' high-speed computers herein 
is concerned With information processing systems, it is well at this point 
to point out the eharaeteristics which distinguish machines primarily in-
tended for scientific calculations from those intended for business use. 
In general, scientific problems are solved by a specialized central pro-
cessing scheme operated in co~tmction 'With a standard set of' sub-operations. 17 
The specialized central processing method is determined by the cls.ss o:f 
problem being attacked; matrix multiplication or inversion, approximations 
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to the solution of differential. equations, correlation analysis, and 
numerical integration are examples of the mathematical techniques which 
may be programmed and used individually or in concert to solve a large-
scale scientific problem. 'Ihe unique central process usually draws upon 
a so-called "library" of sub-operations which are camnon to :many pro-
cessing situations. 'lhese sub-operations, or subroutines, are generally 
of three broad classes: function generation, such as the determination 
of the sine of an angle or square root of a given number; computing 
sequences, sueh as the integration step in the solution of a set of differ-
ential equations; and modification operations, which effectively change 
the machine program to one more suitable for a given operation, such as 
:f1 tting it to handl.e complex numbers. 
The machine intended for scientific calculations gener ally em-
phasizes speed of canputation at the expense of input and output speed; 
this calls for use by the machine of numbers in binary notation (in which 
the basis of' numbering is 2, rather than 10, as in the decimal. system; this 
enables digits to be represented by the "on" or "off" state of a switch, 
the presence or absence of' a magnetic pulse, etc. , rather than by one of' 
ten symbols, as required in decimal notation) . Binary notation, in which 
each digit position represents a paver of 2 rather than 10, is the basis 
for most electronic digital computers; it is compared with decimal nota-
tion in Figure VI. Although this system is more convenient for machine 
operation, facilitating rapid computation, it is obviously not easy for 
people to read, nor ia it directly matched to printed output. Business 
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data processors, ve shall see later, usually represent each decimal digit 
in a number by its binary equival.ent, such as is shown at the top of the 
figure, eo that input and output can be han<lled in dec:imal.; the speed of 
computation when numbers are so represented in the machine 1s much re-
duced over that when pure binary notation is used. A special program is 
required vi th scientific calculators to convert numerical inputs to binary, 
and to convert binary outputs to decimal. for presentation to operators 
when calculations are completed. 
'lhe canplexi ty of scientific caleulations frequently calls for 
quite voluminous high-speed storage to acccmllOdate both the program and 
the data to be handled. Most modern general-purpose scientific computers 
may be obtained with a high-speed memory store of over 6o,OOO locations to 
which individual random access can be made in less than 10 microseconds 
(milllonths of a second). Since few problems require so much high-speed 
storage, many machines are provided with about one-fourth this capacity, 
supplemented by secondary storage, in the fom of magnetic tape, disc, or 
drum units, capable of providing upwards of one million storage locations 
each. 'lbe secondary storage does not provide such high-speed access to 
data, since the tape, drum, or disc must be rotated and scanned to locate 
desired data, but since this can often be accanplished while computation is 
taking place on other data, no adverse effect an computer utilization 
efficiency results . 
To attack a scientific problem, it must first be reduced to 
algebraic formulas, by means of numerical analysis. 'lhe use of computers 
in scientific computation can be illustrated by discussing same of the 
problems vbich have been solved by canputers. 
Ckle of the earliest canputer applications was the derivation of 
18 firing tables for guns fran the trajectories of the projectiles. fJhese 
trajectories are :formed by solving di:f:f'erential equations in which varia-
tiona for the proj ectile and gun cen be introduced into the experimental 
fUnction describing the drag which relates projectile velocity to air 
:friction. 19 A single computer program computes all the various ranges and 
deflections, using new problem data introduced for each desired gun elevation . 
Canputers may be used to solve systems of simultaneous equations, 
utilizing the numerical analytic method or multiplying the coefficients of 
each equation by certain factors to enable one variable at a time to be re-
moved from successive sets of equations until fi.n.ally an equation in only 
one unknown results. When the value of this unknown is applied to the next 
l.arger equation, the value of the next unknown is found. This process is 
cont inued until values have been computed for all unknowns . Since, in 
general, the unknowns are not integers, the initial computed values are 
checked by inserting them 1n the equations, and corrected as required by 
methods of iteration. 
Data obtained :from wind-tunnel tests of aerodynamic vehicles or 
model.s must be reduced if they are to be useful. Canputers are used to 
convert the voluminous readings of the many instruments, by precanputed 
formulas, into figures for the full-size aircraft. By availing oneself 
of the speed of the computer, the same amount of data can be collected 
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and reduced in far less time, reducing the cost of running the test and 
making more test runs at various speeds and altitudes than woul.d othez-
wise be :feasible. E\rery airplane currently being built 1n this country has 
had the benefit of canputer wind- tunnel data reduction before its design 
was .finalized, and many have been simulAted by digital techniques, as well. 
'lhe f"oregoing paragraphs sketch a few of the areas of scientific 
research and analysis in which computers are being used. Obviously, there 
are myriad applicatioi13 of canputers in the scientific world; a brief in-
troduction to them is all that is feasible or necessary in o. paper devoted 
to business applications. 'lhe techniques and even sane ot' the subroutines 
in the libraries are extremely valuable in many business applications, ho'W'-
ever, particularly in the realm of operations research. 
3. 2 OPerations Research - Linear Progrmnming 
Operations research has been defined as "a mathematical basis for 
study and analysis of engineering and management problems, for the purpose 
of making the soundest decision possible. 1120 It is most frequently applied 
to man.agement decision-making and management control, in both c.o.ses with a 
view towards developing opttmum methods. Sufficient experience has been 
gained in this area to make it apparent that some types of canplex decisions 
can be made by machine, :f'requently more eff'iciently than by people. 
'lhe key to machine decision-making is the preparation of a mathe-
ma.tical model of the decisions. 'lhese mathematical. models are :f'requently 
extremely complex, and involve abstract higher mathematics, thus fitting 
them for machine rather than htm.IB.ll solution. 'lhe major stumbling block 
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to management acceptance of n:.ach1 ne decision-making, the comple.xi ty of 
the model, really does no more than enphasize the complexity of the deci-
sion which is being made; if the decision were simple, machine help would 
perhaps not have been sought in the first place. Ccmputers and model.s 
can assist in decision-making in two ways: in preparing a large number of 
alternative results for a number of possible courses o-r action based on a 
hUII:8n estin::ate o:f external conditions, or in canputing various alternative 
approaches and selecting the one which comes closest to producing an "op-
ti.mum result" previously defined by management. Linear progrmmning is a 
technique :for solving problems o:f the second type, utilizing a table of 
problem variables to which a computer applies a systematic procedure to 
select an optimum solution. 
A simple example of an operations research problem involves the 
determill(ltion of the product mix which stays within desired budget levels 
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and mexim1zes profits or min1m1zes costs. If a store sells two products, 
one of which costs $5.00 each to buy, costs $.20 each to store, and returns 
a profit of $1.00 each when sold; and the second of which costs $2.00 each 
to buy, costs $.33 1/3 to store, and returns a profit of $·50 when sold; 
and the store's purchasing budget is $1000 and storage cost budget is $100; 
how much of each 1 tem should be purchased to achieve the maximum pro:fi t? 
In solving this simple problem by band, a graphical method can be used; 
linear programming would obtain the same results by varying each quantity 
systematica~ until the optiinum mix point is :found. Linear programming has 
been applied to problems in which hundreds o'f products and hundreds o:t• bud-
gets are involved. 
4o. 
To solve our simple problem, the :following ana.lysis is used: 
the $1000 purchasing budget will cover roo tmits of item 1 or 500 units 
of item 2. Any point on the "purchasing" line on the graph o:f Figure VII, 
therefore, vill satis:f'y the purchasing budget. If a similar line is d..""B.wn 
for the storage cost budget, an area is defined in which both budgets can 
be met ; the optimum product mix is generally found at one of the corners 
of this area. 'lhe profits at the corners are: point 1 - $2X>, point 2 
(105 units o:f item 1 and 237 units of item 2) - $223.50, and point 3 -
$150. Point 2, therefore, represents the optimum product mix ror this 
problem. 
In larger-scale problems, grar•hical solution is infeasible, since 
so many curves are required that clarity is impossible. Fortunately, com-
puter programs can and have been written to cope with the many-variable 
case. A problem with 25 budgets, for example, could be optimized in less 
than a minute on a modern high-speed computer. 
Mathematical models have been prepared for optimizing the selection 
of types of coal to produce coke most econanically; the selection of cokes, 
iron ores, and other additives to maximize profit in pig iron production; 
the conversion of machine shops most efficiently to producing a new product; 
and the prediction of the number of orders which will be received e.s a 
fraction of the customers vho receive mail-order catalogs, to name only a 
few examples. In the last case, for determining mail-order response, the 
n:odel uses a "Monte Carlo," or random-number selection scheme, to predict 
the number of orders a customer will place as a fraction o:f the number he 
22 placed last year. Randomization of the prediction takes into account, 
in a systematic way, the uncertainty that a customer who sent in a certain 
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number of orders in one year will place the same number the following 
year. 'lbis technique finds application in many market analysis, sales 
prediction, and large-sca.l.e simulation models in addition to the one just 
described. 
'!be goal of operations research in management control is to re-
duce the amount of information which must be ass1milated by hUIDans, with-
out reducing the tightness of control over operations. For example, an 
attempt is made to describe the entire production operation of a company 
in terms which enable the mathematics of servomechanism system engineering 
to be applied to them. '!he response of various segments of the system to 
both external. and internal changes is defined by management; then the con-
trol s ystem is designed to optimize performance in terms of the management 
information required, the rate at which it is needed, what processing it 
,:;hould undergo, etc. Extensions of linear programming and servcmechanism 
systems analysis techniques are used in this type of analysis, which is 
still in the experimental stage. Work along these ll.aes is currently under-
way at Massachusetts Institute of Technology • s School of Industrial Manage-
ment, the System Developnent Corporation, and elsewhere. 
3.3 Process Control 
Process control is concerned with closed loop, or feedback, systems, 
in which the operation of the system in response to the previous instruction 
is monitored in order to determine the need for additional. instructions. A 
guided missile, which transmits a radio signal by which its position can 
be continuously monitored and which can accept control signals to return it 
to its preselected path, is an example of a feedback control system. 
4;. 
A more homely example 1s the system of' human, Iliixing faucet, and shower 
bath. '!he temperature of the water resulting from a setting of the mixing 
valve is relayed by the brain to the nerves and muscles in the hand to 
adjust the valve to admit more or less hot water. 'lhe biggest problem 1n 
feedback control systems results fran the tendency of the system to "hunt," 
i.e., to persist in making corrections around the desired setting rather 
than settling quickly to the proper value. Hunting is usu.ally reduced by 
"damping," an arbitrary reduction in the control signal so as to avoid 
overshooting the desired value before an additional feedback sample can be 
obtained. Early feedback control systems for monitoring process operations 
were o'f the analog, or measuring, type, e.g., thermostatic or pressure-
controlled valves, relays, etc. ; lately, however, digital computers have 
been used. 
The Bendix-Pacific Division of the Bendix Corporation has developed 
a system for the control of the blending of large numbers of ingredients 
23 in a refinery operation. In addition to a small, general-purpose digital 
computer, the system utilizes meters for measuring the flow in the various 
streams, input registers for supplying the computer the incremental changes 
recorded by flow meters, a control console, and remotely-operated valve con-
trol uni ta. 'Ihe computer is provided calibration factors for meters and 
valves, the desired blend composition in terms of percentage of each in-
gredient, and desired operating limits. The computer is commanded by an 
operator, via a switch setting, to begin blending, at which time it computes 
initial settings for all points, sets them, and begins monitoring the flow 
thus initiated through all lines. The canputer continually determines the 
degree of compliance of the individual flows with the desired blend, and 
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determines the total blend flow, by moni taring various flow meter outputs. 
If' errors exis·t, the program ealeula.tes new valve settings and supplies 
necessary v!llve control information to correct the f'J.ow. As needed, the 
computer controls an electric typewriter to print out the accumulated f'low 
:for operator moni taring purposes. 
Such a system is :far more :flexible than the usual anal.og system, 
since it can be used for many different ingredients, many di:f':ferent blends, 
and need not even have the same ingredient always pumped through the 88lile 
lines. 'ibis problem, a relatively simple one in digital data processing, 
ia far more complex to implement Vi th other teehniques. It represents an 
area in which gene~al·purpose high-speed digital eanputation has recently 
been fotmd to be more effective, and indeed more economical, than earlier 
specialized techniques. We may expect to see fUrther applications of' this 
sort in greater numbers in the near future. 
3.4 Military and other Large-Scale Rea.l-'l'ime Decision-Making Systems 
The U3e of computers 1n large-scale real-time applications has 
increased greatly since the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Digital 
Canputer Laboratory first demonstrated the Cape Cod System in 1953. srbe 
Cape Cod System, so named because of the location of the main radar station 
it employed, utilized M.I.T. 's WRIRLWmD I cCillputer to accept the informa-
tion eoll.eeted by air surveillance radars; separate spurious echoes from 
those belonging to aircraft, using statistical techniques developed at the 
Institute; initiate a1rcraf't tracks either automatically or on selected 
pieces of radar data; match tracks against pre-filed and stored aircraft 
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f'light plans; canpute vectoring instructions for Air Def'ense Camnand inter-
ceptor airera:ft; and track both interceptor and target aireraf't, making 
necessary adjustments in interceptor instructions, until the interceptor 
was placed in a position so that the pilot or the aircraf't 's own guidance 
system could canplete the intercept. !the Cape Cod System handled up to 
24 tracks simultaneously, and pertonned all necessary data processing at 
a rate fast enough so that no radar data, collected as the radar antennas 
scanned a tul.l 3&J0 arc every 12 seconds, were ignored. It is the ability 
to process inputs rapidly enough so that none are ignored and none are 
allowed to build up into a queue longer than the natural cycle time of' the 
input device which distinguishes real-time control from non-real-time pro-
cessing applications, in which data is not processed at the same time or at 
the same rate at which it is received.. 
f!he cape Cod System incorporated aspects ot other types of' computer 
applications discussed previously 1 as well as being a real-time system. f!be 
canputation of interceptor vectoring instructions, for example 1 called tor 
the solution of' systems o:t simultaneous linear equations. 'lbe continual 
correction of the interceptor flight path 'W8B based on radar observations 
made o:t the interceptor aircraft as it ostensibly fu.l..filled the previous 
canmand, making this portion of the system a feedback control system. Means 
were provided :tor human operators to select among a number o:t available air 
bases :tor the interceptor which could best perform a particular mission; 
sane simple optimization techniques aimed toward using the least sophis-
ticated interceptor system that was capable o:t performing a given mission 
vi th a desired level of' probable success were incorporated into the pro-
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gram so as to enable the commander to retain as much as possible of his 
maximum capability for employment against possibly more demanding (higher, 
faster, closer to critical friendly installations) targets which might 
subsequently appear. 
That the Cape Cod System indeed demonstrated the feaoibility of 
large-scale real-time control of air defense operations is borne out by 
the Defense Department's decision in 1954 to procure the SAGE (Semi-
Automatic Ground Environment) System, a continental extrapolation of the 
principles and techniques developed in the Cape Cod Systec. The flexibility 
inherent in general-purpose digital computers has enabled the SAGE System 
to evolve in harmony with the evolution of air defense weapons from the 
4oo- 500 mile ~er hour fighters of the early nineteen fifties to the c~­
bination of supersonic aircraft and sophisticated NIKE Ajax and Hercules 
batteries which comprise today's air defense weapons inventory. The single 
change from subsonic to supersonic interceptors required that more than 
ten percent of the computer program be redesigned, since only by flying a 
strictly prescribed flight profile, utilizing bo~1 speed and altitude 
changes enroute to the intercept point, can supersonic jet fighters econo-
oize sufficiently on fuel to permit extended combat. Had a general-purpose 
digital computer not been employed, new hardware, in the form of complex 
differential analyzers, integrators, etc., would have been required. Al-
though the changes in the computer program logic were significant, only 
the machine's stored program ~or interception calculation was affected; the 
remainder of the program and all the equipment were unchanged. 
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other changes have been needed almost continuallY since the 
SAGE System was f'irst begun in 1954. 'lhe size and expense of a conti-
nental air defense sygte1n are such that only if the :purehaser of the 
system were convinced that these ehanges could be made readily, so that 
the control system would not become obsolete before the investment could 
be felt to have been amortized, would it ever have been attempted. The 
presence of general-purpose digi ta1 computers at the nerve centers of the 
system inspired this- confidence. 
As a further indication of' the flexibill ty of the SAGE System, 
work is currently underway to utilize the system during non-alert conditions 
for the enroute contl."'l of ci villa.n air tra.f:fic . A feasibility study named 
SATIN (SAGE/Air 'rraf'tic Control Integration) is nov in an adva.need stage of' 
canpletion at the MITRE Corporation, under the auspices of the FederaJ. Avia-
tion Agency and lllited States Air Force. Obviously, the demands made of a 
control system for hundreds of pre-planned f'lights daily are somewhat at 
variance with those of an air defense system. Also, the computer program 
and high-speed storage capacity needed for the air traffic control portion 
will not enable a :f'ul.1 air defense program and complete air traffic eontrol 
capability to be present in high-speed or drum storage sin.rul.taneously. How-
ever, the f'ull air traffic control program and a minimal air defense program, 
which can ascertain whether air defense activity is required, can be 
accommodated. If' the need :ror air defense operations arises, the air defense 
program ca.n be read into high-speed storage from a magnetic tape, and 
activity begun within a minute f'ran the time the need for it i.s found . In 
this way, the usefulness of the SAGE System can be extended vi thout real 
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effect on its basic mission; 1n the future, should conditions dictate, 
additional or completely different tasks in real-time area control might 
be imposed on this large, flexible tool. 
An additional military computer application in real-time control, 
one which combines operations research techniques and statistical pred.ic-
tion to evaluate the interdependence of the intellectual activities which 
represent anticipated progress 1n research and development programs, is 
PERT (Program Fl\ra.luation and Review ~chnique), presently being used by 
24 the tb1 ted States Navy on the POLARIS project. A canputer program has 
been written, for the Naval Ordn.ance Proving Ground's NORC canputer, which 
has as its outputs the significance of each progress checkpoint or failure 
to reach a checkpoint at the proper time, in terms of the effect on the 
over-all program progress. 'lhe analyses may be modified to apply to various 
management and technical levels. 1he program 1s unusual in that it makes 
provision in its prediction for the probability of technological break-
through& to technical levels currently far beyond current capa.bili ties. 
'!bus, not only known or easily predicted events are considered as they 
relate to project progress, but the probable result of l.Ulplanned-for scien-
tific advances 1s weighed, as well. '!be use of PERT ean provide research 
and developnent program control in real-time, by anticipating trouble be-
fore it occurs and by pre..ii.cting the e:N'ect of even extremely remote 
occurrences on the schedule. Data is not yet available on the details of 
PERT operation with POLARIS, but it seems probable that at least some of 
the "short cuts" that were made in bringing the POLARIS veapon system to 
operationaJ. capability two years ahead of schedule were highl.ighted by 
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this interesting computer program. 
The decisions relegated to the computers in the SAGE and PERT 
systems are quite different: in the :first case, routine, boring, and 
mathematica.l.ly prec:ise but complex tasks are performed by the computer; 
in the second, probability theory and operations research formulas have 
been programmed to estimate fUture events. Of course, PERT is a real-time 
program only because the event.G with which it deals are very videly sep-
arated in time, even by human standards for decision-making. PERT's con-
tribution is not to improve decision-making speed; it affects prediction 
and decision-making accuracy. SAGE, on the other hand, perfectly exem-
plifies real-t~e decision-~ing systems. The decisions it makes could 
all be made, in some cases with better accuracy, by human operators if they 
had the ti.Iae in which to make them. The IlUiilber arid S!Jeed 01' inputs, the 
extra.ely short duration of air-to-air interception engagen.ents, and the 
volume and diversity of necessary outputs require t l1at men be assisted, 
supplemented, or supplanted by a high-speed computing system. As :far as 
the military is concerned, SAGE is but the first of many computer-based 
systems . Indeed, the scope and time stress of warfare in the missile age 
has resulted in the need ror a digital cau~uter at the heart of almost 
every new system; from tiny missile-borne guidance computers to large earth-
bound machines to assist in deciding whether this country is under attack by 
some lr.nown or unsuspected enemy. We may anticipate a growing reliance on 
computers in command and control systems of the future. 
3. 5 Accounting 
The most obvious application of high-speed digital computers to 
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business is in the field of accounting. 'lbere are several reasons tor this, 
not the least of which is the fact that business n:achines are the direct 
ancestors of electronic information processors. Another, and ~ore cogent, 
reason for using computers in accounting is found in the very nature of 
the field: accounting is an exact science in vhich the large bulk of pro-
cedures is bounded by fixed, easily-stated rules, and in which the appli-
cation of a single set of rules to large numbers of items is ver.r common. 
In general, accounting applications revolve around :N.le m.ainte-
nance, which is characterized by a master file, a file of new information 
which results in an UJ?dated rr.nster file, and a. file of transactions. '!be 
task of the information processor is only partially to perform the c~uta-
Uons necessary to update the master file in response to the new int'orn:ation 
and the reported transactions. A large part of the computer's usefulness 
is its ability to sort_data, merge files, and locate information. The 
dependence of an entire sys~ on the speed with which files can be handled, 
normally far lower than the computing speed of which modern COI!:pllters are 
capable, treans that for much of the time the crnrputer is effect! vely idle 1 
waiting for the desired data to be located on a magnetic tape, disc, or 
drum. Special-purpose file maintenance machines, designed specifically to 
sort data, search files for desired information, and select records or 
transactions which have values that fall between certain limits have there-
fore been developed. 'lbe foregoing operations merely transfer a record 
* f'rom one ftle to another based on desired criteria; each of these "off-line" 
* Off-line proceosing is that accanplisbed independent of the high .. speed 
canputer; 1 t is gener8.lly employed for time-consUI:ling operations which 
vould be wasteful of canputer capacity. 
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operations can be done on a low--capability machine such as a sorter, f'ree-
1ng the computer from the necessity of standing idle while records are 
located and prepared for processing. Certain routine changes could be 
roade in records by specialized equipreent, to substitute new locations of 
~aterial for the previous location when indications are received that the 
item has been shifted, for example, or to modify information based on its 
previous value plus a change indicated by a reported transaction. 25 A 
machine with th~se capabilities is f~r more than a simple sorter; it is 
truly a file maintenance machine. Such a machine, even without a general-
purpose computer, can relieve clerks of much of the routine posti.ng of 
entries to accounts. Regardless of whether file maintenance is accomplished 
by a specialized or general-purpose piece of equipment, it is the basis for 
most accounting applications. Three examples of accounting file maintenance 
Will be briefly described. These involve billing, inventory maintenance, 
and payroll. 
Public utility custaner billing involve·s the reading of meters, 
calculation of each customer's use, comparison of this use with previous 
use to check for reasonableness, computing of each bill, accumulating sum-
mary totals for revenue and statistics, and preparing custaners ' bills. 26 
The inputs to the program are meter reading cards for each meter read, 
minimum charge data for i::1dividual customers who do not have nonna.l mini-
mum charges, and rate infonnation. 1be computer reads in the data, calcu-
lates the billing charges for the period, checks the billing for divergence 
from the expected amount, and provides an output card. Next, the out;put 
cards are sorted, bill fonns produced, bills printed and addressed, and 
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quality and control checks made. An electric company can easily have 
over a million customers; a load of this size can be handled on a rela-
ti vel.y simple caaputer (one whose cost is essentially equivalent to 
that of 10 to 12 clerks). 'lbe ccmputer requires attendance of only two 
people to perform the customer billing task. 2'( 
In an inventory maintenance application, the parameters of each 
inventory item must be stored vith the data on the item: the order point, 
or level at whjch stock requires rep:'..cnislnnent; the order time, or delay 
between placing an order and getting delivery; the order quantity, or 
amount of the item which is ordered; and, perhaps, the danger point, the 
level below the order point at which action must be taken to expedite 
28 delivery. Inventory ~ile maintenance results 1n examination of each item 
and reordering or recamnending expediting action as appropriate. 1he para-
~eters for each item are recomputed periodically, based upon experience 
gained in the use of the current values and on expected variations 1n demand 
for seasonal items, etc. The computer processing in inventory maintenance, 
as in billing, is extremely simple; the key to the operation is the develop-
ment of formulas to relate such variables as order quantity, number of 
orders per year, and average inventory w1 th the annual dollar usage for 
each item, and to analyze the effects of variations in lead time and usage, 
and frequency of reorderi:L1g on the determination of when to order. 29 Once 
an adequate analysis of the variables affecting how much and when to order 
has been made, 1 t is usually an easy task to convert the formulas for 
machine solution and implement them. '!be simplicity of the formulas, how-
ever, tends to belie the difficulty which generating them correctly can 
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entail, particularly if the analyst does not have a real grasp of the 
basic factors in the case. 'Ibis is an example of an area where blind 
application of' ma.thE!IUI.tics to a problem can cause real trouble; the 
accountant must not hold himself' aloof from the pro~r or analyst in 
such an application, since it is his input which determines the success 
or failure of the project. 
Application of a computer to payroll ccnputation usua..lly canbines 
preparation of payroll with distribu~ion of salary costs for cost account-
ing purposes. 'lhe :rr.ajor steps in such a process are the preparation of new 
time cards, the processing of time cards, updating files, calculating pay-
roll and preparing payroll reports, end preparing salary dis·:;ribution re-
ports. 30 'lhe canputer prepares new time carda for each week and sorts them 
by time clock location; it then processes the peyroll master file, applicable 
deduction files, and payroll ad;;ustztents to produce e.n updated payroll :file, 
a report o:f submitted deductions, and a master list of employees. Time cards 
are manua.lly reviewed, a summary of hours is entered on each card, and 
vacation payment authorizations are n:ade; the cards are then sorted by pay-
roll numbers and copied onto a magnetic tape for processing. The computer 
then converts from hours to net pB¥ tor each employee and prepares pay 
checks, earnings statements, and check transmittal receipts; a payroll 
register; used and unused deductions; an overtitre summary by employee for 
the year; reports of hours worked, vacation, absence, year-to-date earnings, 
taxes , etc.; force reports by occupation, job location, etc.; accumulated 
deductions for savings bonds, bonds to be bought, and bond distribution 
transmittal lists; and control totals on earnings, hours worked, etc. 
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Finally, time cards are manually checked ~or time distribution by cost 
code and processed with the payroll record to provide distribution of 
earnings by cost code for each employee and summary reports of hours 
worked and ean1ings for each cost code. Payroll accounting is ~quently 
the '"bread-and-butter" operation for a business computer installation; it 
is not cheaper than using standard, punched-card machinery, but the 
ana.lysis is simple, all records are active and require considerable compu-
t.ation so that s o:phisticated input--o .. ~tput equipment is not required, and 
other accounting operations, like job analysis and cost accounting, are 
natural.ly carried along with it, as we have seen. 31 In one application, 
hovever, a real saving has resulted fran auto:r:.ated payroll processing. A 
contracting finn has used teletype and paper-tape-to-punched-card conver-
sion to prepare payroll checks for employees ~t remote field locations.32 
Payroll information is teletyped to the bane office, payroll is canputed, and 
checks are teleprinted at the resnote location. The system obviates the 
need for hiring clerical help for remote sites, and also provides central 
management with timely indication if costs for a particular job are running 
over estimates. 
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4. APPLICATION OF C(!.fi't1.L'ERS TO FINANCIAL INSTITt1riONS 
Financial institutions, by their nature, are strongly oriented 
toward data processing and information handling. Application of computers 
to these institutions has followed specialized lines, in keeping with the 
orientation of the businesses, the physical characteristics of the ~teria1a 
they handle, and the scope o.r their operations . 
4.1 Insurance Ca:npanies and Banks 
Computer systems for life i.1surance companies generally are con-
cerned with premtum billing, premium accounting, dividend accounting, 
agentst caocmission accounting, and valuation of policy reserves. The 
UNIVAC system installed at the Frankl.in Lii'e Insurance Can:pau,y's main 
office at Springfield, Illinois, accomplishes these processes in a single 
integrated system. 33 The system is built ar01:nd a master tape file of 24o 
digit items and a nBl!!.e and address tape file of variable item size, with 
basic items of' 120 digits. The man~ system equivalent cf these files 
included five IOO,jn\· punched card files, an Addressograph system with 
650, 000 plates, and seven ledger and card index files. All the policy data 
necessary for the five major accounting systems is contained in the master 
file, with the exception of the name and address of the policy holder, which 
is kept on a separate file. The files are organized by policy number; the 
master :file, however, is dequenced by premium billing due day, from 1 to 
31 inclusive. All changes to policies (premium payments, terminations, 
policy loans, partial surrender of dividends or coupons, data changes, and 
new business) are accumulated as they are received and are applied to the 
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files on a due-day basis in the monthly cycle. 'lbe monthly cycle makes 
it possible to smooth out the l.oe.d in the system; one or two due day 1s 
worth of policies can be processed in each canputer run. Regular due day 
processing selects premiums due for billing, dividends, policy loan 
!.nt..erest, etc. An outstanding premiums tape (accounts receivable) con-
tains sufficient data not only to make accounting entries, distribute 
premium income for tax purposes, and provide data for calculating credit 
agency commissions, but also to cake it unnecessary even to verify the 
typing of input data for processing. Franklin Life's early experience 
indicated that input typing errors were less than 0.1 percent. 
Dividend accounting is used as an example of the procedures carried 
out by an insurance system. 'lbe dividend accounting system calculates 
current d1 videndB and interest on the savings f'und, prepares di v1dend 
checks, and records the d1 vidend option selected by each policy holder. 34 
The options are: part payment of prendum due, purchas~ of additional paid-
up insurance payable at maturity or death, deposit with the company as an 
interest-bearing savings account, shorten the premi1.m1-paying period, and 
cash. 'lhe procedure in dividend processing is to determine if a dividend 
is due on the policy being processed, and if' so, to calculate the amount of 
the dividend. Next, a dividend item is prepared to indicate to other parts 
of the system that a dividend is being paid on the policy. Then, if it is 
determined that dividend interest has been earned, this is ceJ.culated. 
Finally, output tapes are prepared using a nmr.e and address file as well 
as the master fiJ.e., control totals are accumulated, and reports are printed. 
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Banking shares w1 th insurance rigorous accuracy requirements and 
large volume of clerical operations, but in contrast to the insurance 
field, 1n which autana.tion has long played a large part, banks have been 
slow to adopt electronic data processing. 'lhere are many reasons for 
this:35 banks are so vide:cy dispersed that even punched-card equipn.ent 
is bard to justi:fy for each branch; source documents are handled and pre-
pared by the public and are therefore subject to large variations in form 
and often to mutilation; and the critical time element, which limits the 
time within which a bank may present cheeks it has received from another 
bank, has been difficult to surmount until recently. In the last two 
years, due in great measure to the advent of' magnetic ink account number 
printing on checks, a large number of' banks have begun to use high-speed 
computers. One of' the earliest ef'f'orts to process cheeks automatically 
was ERMA, 36 a machine developed by Stanford Research Institute for the 
Bank of America. Ita principle of operation is as follows: when a cheek 
or deposit slip is received, an operator prepares the amount, the account 
number, and a code to indicate whether the item is 8 cheek or a deposit, 
for entry into the computer. 'lhe old bal.a.nce is located in storage and 8 
nev bal.s.nce is calculated, with notes being made of' any stop payments or 
holds. 'lhe new balance is stored aga1n, and the transaction is recorded 
on a magnetic tape, to be printed out at the end of' the month and sent to 
the custaner with his original cheek. Cheeks are sorted for return to 
customers by an automatic sorter which uses a code printed in magneti-c ink 
on each check. One of the items of' great interest to banks is the 
possibility of reading not only account ntD:lbers, which can be pre-printed 
on the checks by the banks, but also the amount of the check. 37 In the 
ease where the amount, too, is printed by a bank, the same MICR (magnetic 
ink chara.cter recognition) c-ode may be used as f'or account numbers, render-
1ng machine interpretation easy. For hand:wri tten checks, banks can 1m-
print the amount when the check is presented for collection, but the real 
pranise 1n this field is in work, now still in the experimental stage, to 
enable machines to recognize even sloppy hand-printed numera1s.38 Since 
check-reading can be reduced to the interpretation of only the ten digits 
and the decimal point, it seems possible that in the next five years banks 
JI18¥ be ab~e to re11eve themselves of the need for manual.:cy reading every 
check they handle, reducing the need for human intervention to cases where 
the machine cannot resolve extremely sloppy characters or peculiar format . 
4. 2 Stock and Bond Transaction-Ba.ndling 
High-o-speed data processing has been applied to account:!.ng problems 
at four different levels of' stock and bond transaction-handling. ~ese 
are: the 1ndustr1al corporation, the transfer agent, the security exchange, 
and the brokerage house. 
4.2.1 The Individual Corporation 
The American Telephone and Telegraph Canpa.ny pl.aced its 
transfer of stock and bond records on magnetic tape, for processing on its 
IBf 705 computer, in 1958.39 'lbe reasons for installing the system were 
the need for accuracy and speed in handling transactions in securities as 
well as large volume activities such as stock splits. Each of the 
l,6oo,ooo shareholders was assigned a 1.0-digit account number consisting of 
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a 6-digit sequence number, a }-digit bnl.a.ncing unit, and a check digit. 
The account number is also the pro;cy, warrant, and draft number. To 
allo-w for expannion1 a 500-number interval was left between account 
numbers. 'lhe list of' shareholders was divided. into ba.l:mcing units of 
2,000 accounts each, to avoid the obviouszy unpleasant possibility of 
having to recheck alzK>st two million accounts if' 8ll error is made. The 
system updates its files once every six weeks, and prepares quarterly 
editions of the stock record book to be used 1n the shareholders' control 
room where transactions originate. 
OUtput 1nfonnation ie printed on a special heat transfer 
paper. The output is then processed through an Addressograph-Multi.graph 
Jt.achine which transfers the printed information onto the cards which are 
the actual. checks, warrant3, or proxies. '!he cards, which are standard Im4 
tabulating z::acbine cards, are then processed by a apecial Farrington sean-
ning machine vhich rea.d.a selected ini>orma.tion fran the card and then 
punches it into the cards so that they CSll then be handled by standard 
autc:matic tabulating techniques. 'lhe system enabled the elimination of 
65 percent of the total number of clerical man- hours for stock transfer 
and bond division operations 1n 1958. 
4.2. 2 'lhe Transfer Agent 
'!he First National Bank of Boston acts as transfer agent 
for many corporations, and has developed a system for handling the 90Q,O<X> 
stockholder accounts associated vi th them. 4o E9.ch t!Ite a stock is bought 
or sold, the bank's computer eXBmines the record for each certificate in-
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volved and automatically creates a "name code 11 tor the transaction by ex-
tracting key information t'rom the account title. The computer uses the 
name code to search the master files for the desired record, and makes 
whatever changes are indicated by the transaction. The name code tech-
nique -was developed to solve the problem of ma.iutaining lacge files in 
alphabetical order in eases vhere the vo~ume of daily transactions is 
relAtively small; this is the major problem in file maintenance with which 
a transfer agent is faced. 
1he "name code n is a set of rules by which the ccmputer 
selects automatically 16 alphabetic characters :f'rom the stockholder • s name 
or the legal title in which the stoc:k is registered. The computer then 
uses these cha.racters in p~ace of an ordinary account number for sorting, 
filing, and posting operations . 'lbe computer checks certificate m.mibers 
and numbers of shares being surrendered in debit transa.etions, posts the 
surrender date, and adjusts ledger balances a.ceordingly. In credit trans-
actions, the computer checks to see if certificates have been issued to 
old stockholders, and if not, opens new accounts and posts them to the 
ledger. 
1h.e task of the transfer agent is an extremely simple one 
with regard to file n:a.intenance: accurate records of stockholders a.:nd 
their balances must be kept, and the ledger must be kept up-to-date. 'lhe 
most tedious part of this job is facilitated by employing a computer to 
locate in the necessarily large fil.es the accounts to which transactions 
apply. 'Rle First National Bank o:f D:lston ' a name code technique is one 
approach to this problem which has proven feasible. 
4.2.3 The Security ExChange 
High-speed digital equipment rm.y well be best matched to 
the problem which :faces mail-order concerns, airline reservation systems, 
and seeuri t y exchanges: the need to process an extrealel:y large nu:mber of 
transactions in the shortest possib~e time. ?-lost of the equipnent thus 
far built for these applications bas involved a large storage device with 
:facilities :for accepting changes and inquiries from many remote inpt.1t 
devices directly connected with the central unit. 
The Tela-egister Corporation has built a Bid-Asked El.ec--
41 tronic Quotation System for the '!bronte Stock EXchange which bas a mag-
netic drum storage device vi:th the capacity to store the bid and asked 
prices on 1,000 stocks. As quotations are received :from the :floor o:f the 
exchange t.b.ey are entered by means o:f keyboard punches in the exchange 
building. Orig1na.l.l:y, subscribers requested a printed quotation by dialing 
a 3-dig1t code number on a unit corm.ected to the drum by a direct line. 
The aveTab~ waiting tirue on a normal volUine (50, 000 calls) day vas 3 sec-
onds, but on heavy trading days delays of up to one minute resulted. In 
1956, an addition was made to the system, providing brokers' offices vi th 
a display panel vhich autanatically lists the latest bid and asked prices 
on MY 50 stocks previously selected. 
The continued expansion in security exchange volume which 
is forcing the New York Stock Exchange ·to seek larger quarters points up 
strongly the need for improvement in floor operations. Supp~ementing or 
supp;tanting the personnel on the floor With a canputer seems a :feasible 
undertaking, with customer acceptance one o:f the major obstacles to over-
come. Regardless of desires to retain the present system, further 
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increases in daily v·oltune and number or inves-tors may require tho.t some 
such mechon1za:tion be undertaken. 
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5 . DIGITAL COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO BROKERAGE HOUSE OPERATIONS 
5 .1 The Work of a Brokerage House 
I 
The primary function of a commission broker in security trans-
actions is to execute orders received from the public . 42 The broker 
acta as the agent of his customer, and is compensated by the commissions 
charged to the customer. The details of the broker-customer relation-
ship and of the manner in which security transactions are ccnaummated on 
the floor of an organized stock exchange or over- the-counter are dis-
cussed herein only incidentally to description of the brokerage house 
procedures to which computers can be applied . The automation of brokerage 
house documentation is discussed in Section 5 .2; Section 5 .1 outlines the 
necessary procedures in brokerage house operations from the acceptance of 
an order from a customer through stock clearance and maintenance of cus-
tomer accounts to the internal accounting attendant to the brokerage 
function . These procedures, like the documents to which they give rise, 
are the same regardless of the mechanical aids introduced to facilitate 
their performance, and provide a fairly comprehensive definition of 
brokerage operations. 
5.1.1 Customer Accounts 
By far the greatest part of a commission brokerage firm's 
activities, in terms of the number of transactions handled, ia related to 
customers' accounts. The simplest type of customer account is a~ 
account . This simplicity results from the fact that no margin purchases 
or short sales are permitted; all transactions are carried out on a cash 
basis . A general account, or margin account, is considerably more compli-
cated than a cash account, since it involves extension of credit by the 
~. 
broker to the cuatomer when securities are purchased on margin.*43 If 
securities are sold short, the broker must borrow securities for the 
customer; the broker is responsible for their return . A general account 
permits margin purchases and short sales as well as cash purchases . For 
opening a general account, the customer grants the broker the right to 
pledge the customer's securities at a bank and to sell them if market 
conditions or margin requirements so dictate. Although no cash need be 
deposited before cash purchases can be made, initial margin requirements 
must be met before a margin order will be filled. Maintenance of margin 
accounts is discussed more fully in Section 5 . 1.4 below. 
The broker acts as his customers' agent in most trans-
actions; the accuracy with which customer orders are carried out by the 
broker is extremely important, since the broker is liable for damages if 
errors are made. In margin transactions, the relationship between the 
broker and customer is that of creditor and debtor, since the customer 
has borrowed money from the broker to purchase securities. In this re-
lationehip, accuracy of accounting is tmportant to the broker since hi s 
funds, or funds he has secured from commercial banks, are being used by 
his customer, who is liable to him for interest whi le the loan is out-
standing and for additional funds if the value of the securities purchased 
* A margin ia defined either as a definite sum of money deposited with 
the broker as security to protect an account against unfavorable changes 
in the price of the securities, or as the relationship of a customer's 
equity in the account to the value of the collateral . The second defi-
nition is more frequently used, and more useful in brokerage accounting. 
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on margin decline~ . If securities are pledged or hypothecated* by a 
customer for a loan in a margin transaction, the broker must exercise 
extreme eare in the handling of thia pledged collateral . Ita value, 
being subject to fluctuation, must be continually monitored; the sale 
of such securitiea introduces considerable legal complication, and 
must be carefully handled . 
Most transactions are initiated by an order from the 
customer, directing the broker to purchase or sell a certain number of 
shares of a security . When the order has been executed, a confirmation 
is mailed to the customer at once, detailing the conditions of the trans-
action (date, number of shares, security name, market where executed, 
price, taxes, interest, commissions, postage, net amount due customer 
or broker). Each month, the broker issues a statement of account to 
every customer who bas an active account; the statement itemizes all 
transactions affecting the account in the previous month. Most state-
menta include a "bring-down", indicating the customer'• "securities 
position" at the end of the month. 
5 .1.2 Execution of Orders 
Customer orders are u1ually received by telephone, and 
transcribed by the account executive at once onto sn order form similar 
to the one illuatrated in Figure VIII. The customer's order is then exe-
euted as soon as possible; as soon aa tba report of execution of the 
order is received, the price of the purchase and the ttme of execution 
are entered on the order blank . The mechanics of executing the order 
* Hypothecation is the act of depositing or pledging securities as colla• 
teral for a loan . 
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and the manifold kinds of orders which can be placed are not of parti• 
cular interest here, since these itema are and will probably remain 
outside the scope of data processing equipment capabilities . Market 
transactions, whether they be of the auction type as carried out on the 
organized exchanges, or of the negotiated type as arranged on the over-
the-counter market, require a great deal of human give and take . Al-
though it would be theoretically possible to mechanize the operation 
of the auction market at the stock exchanges, a proposal for such re-
moval of human discretion from the market seems sure to meet with a 
great deal of resistance. 
The completed order blank is required by three depart-
menta of the brokerage house44 : the Report Department, which notifies 
the customer that his order baa been executed, by mailing htm a confir-
mation; the Accounting Department, which enters the item to the customer's 
account and revises his current margin figure, if necessary; and the 
Clearing House Blotter, a listing of security transactions on the New 
York StocK Exchange to be used in the daily clearance of security trades 
with other brokers . The confirmation, illustrated in Figure IX, is pre-
pared as soon as possible and dispatched to the customer to inform htm 
of the exact price at which his order was executed and of the date by 
which he must deliver securities sold or pay for securities purchased . 
5 .1 . 3 Stock Clearance 
The clearance of stock results in a marked reduction in 
the number of deliveries of securities and checks in payment for securi-
ties which are required in the course of business on stock exchanges . 
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When a stock sale or purchase ia made, the broker must deliver or obtain 
the certificates for such stock for his customer. In the case of over-
the- counter securities, this transfer is made individually for each trana• 
action; transactions made on the New York Stock Exchange are cleared by 
the Stock Clearing Corporation, a subsidiary of the Exchange, in the caae 
of round lots, and by the odd-lot dealers. in the case of odd lots. The 
clearance proceaa effects huge savings to the brokers in reducing the 
number of stock transfers and payments they must make; introduct ion of 
business machines by the Stock Clearing Corporation has provided strong 
impetus to brokers in converting their bookkeeping operations to business 
machines, as well . The present clearing system of the New York Stock Ex-
change baa not been analyzed as to the economiea it effects; in 1929, how• 
ever, 97 .8 per cent of the number of checks was eliminated, and 81.7 per 
cent of the total value of all contracts .45 Saving& of this magnitude, 
we may expect, are at least equalled by today' s mechanized system, and are 
passed on in great measure to the clearing brokers. 
5 . 1 . 3 .1 The Stock Clearing Corporation 
The first successful clearing system on the 
New York Stock Exchange was placed in operation in May, 1892 .46 In its 
first day of operation, on which oaly four railroad stocks were involved, 
the system obviated $7 million in checks aod made only one error . This 
informal plan was superseded in 1920 by the present Stock Clearing Corpo-
ration, a wholly owned subsidiary of the New York Stock Exchange. Each 
clearing IDI!Id>er contributes to a Clearing Fund, which in 1956 amounted to 
close to $20 million, to protect the Corporation against any loaa from 
default of a clearing member .47 
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Since stock elearance represents a large task 
in the operation of any brokerage house, the process will be described 
in some detail . Clearance 1e the pro~••• by which securities sales are 
set off against purchases, and resulting money tranafers between firma 
are s~ilarly offset and settled, by delivering and receiving, through 
a clearing house, only net balances. The clearing proceaa involves six 
48 
steps: 
1 . Compariaon of coutracta made between buying 
and selling firma, to check their accuracy; 
2. Summarization, for each brokerage firm, of 
its total sales to and purchases from all other clearing firma; 
3 . Determination, for each firm, of net balances 
of stock to be delivered to or received from all other firms; 
4. Determination of the settl ement price at 
which net balances of securi ties are to be settled; 
S. Actual delivery of net balances of stocks 
and the payment therefor; and 
6. Settlement with the clearing house of the 
differences between settlement prices and actual contract prices, by each 
firm. 
Comparison of contracts between members is 
effected as followa: each clearing member reports every sell transaction 
involving a cleared security to the Stock Clearing Corporation, using 
special forms called deliver exchange tickets (see Figure X) .49 The 
ticket indicates the settlement date of the transaction, the clearing 
numbers of the delivering and receiving firms, the symbol of the security, 
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the number of shares, and the aalea price, and is delivered to the 
Central Receiving Department of the Stock Clearing Corporation aot 
later than 1:00PM of the day folloving the transaction . On the aame 
day, a summary of aala contracts ia submitted by the clearing member, 
listing for each security the number of shares sold and the total con• 
tract value (see Figure XI). 
The Stock Clearing Corporation then prepares 
two contract lists for each member, one for purchases and one for sales~ 
and makes them available at the Distributing Department by 6:00 PM, the 
same day .* The clearing members check the lists at once, and telephone 
any discrepancies to the member on the opposite aide of the transaction . 
The member who made the error aends a correction notice to the Corpora-
tion, where the contract list ia corrected and notice of the correction 
forwarded to the receiving member. 
The determination of net balances of stock and 
cash, and of settlement prices, ia the responsibility of the Clearance 
Department of the Stock Clearing Corporation. A separate deliver or 
receive balance order ia prepared for each security, indicating the 
settlement date, the delivering and receiving firms, the name of the 
security, the number of shares, the settlement price, and the settlement 
amount . 50 A deliver balance order ia illustrated in Figure XII. The 
* In an era when the daily trading of 5 million shares is common, it is 
easy to see hov large a time economy is effected by the uae of account-
inc machines in the preparation of contract lists by the Stock Clearing 
Corporation. 
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settlement price LA a device used by all tmportant clearing houses to 
adjust money settlements; it is an artificial delivery price, computed 
as the arithmetic mean of the closing bid and asked price for the stock 
in question on the day the transaction occurred. 51 The price extension 
on the deliver balance order is, then, the number of shares on the order 
times the settlement price. Obvioualy, since the balance of shares to 
be delivered are unlikely to come from the firm which actually sold 
them to the receiving firm, an adjustment is required to correct the 
cash settlements among the clearing members . The cash balance is the 
difference between the amounts computed on the basis of the settlement 
prices and the amounts computed on the basis of the actual contracts by 
which transactions occurred . To illustrate, assume that Firm A sella 
5,000 shares of American Telephone and Telegraph Co . common stock on a 
given day at a total contract price of $750,000, and purchases 4,000 
shares at a total contract price of $596,000 . The firm must deliver 1,000 
shares. If the settlement price is 150, the settlement would be computed 
as follows: 
Sale of 5,000 shares 
Purchase of 4,000 shares 
$ 750,000 
596,000 
154,000 Difference based on contract prices 
Delivery of 1,000 shares at settlement 
price of 150 
Credit balance due from Clearing Corp . $ 
150,000 
4 ,000 
The Clearance Department can obtain the data it 
needs for the foregoing calculation through summation of the data on the 
deliver exchange tickets received from the clearing firms . It is apparent 
that without the use of a settlement price it would be impossible to 
clear any transactions not made at the same price; the settlement price 
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system is the key, therefore, to the great economies of stock clearance . 
Figure XIII ia a facsimile of a clearance and settlement statemant, 
illustrating a computation stmilar to the one shown above. 
On the settlement date, the securities to be 
delivered are sent to the Central Delivery Department of the Stock 
Clearing Corporation by the delivering clearing members . An envelope 
is prepared by the delivering fir. for each receiving member; a credit 
list in duplicate is sent with the envelopes . 52 The credit list is illus• 
trated in Figure XIV; it lists the envelopes delivered, the clearing num-
ber of the member to which each envelope is addressed, and the total 
value of the securities in each envelope . The Delivery Department checks 
the envelopes against the credit lists to see that all have been received 
and returns the duplicate lists to the delivering members . The delivering 
and receiving members, not the Stock Clearing Corporation, are respon-
sible for the correctness of the contenta of the envelopes and of the 
amount of money on the credit lists . The receiving members must check the 
itema at once, and return through the Central Delivery Department items in 
which irregularities are found. 
The clearing firms complete the credit and settle-
ment statements according to actual receipts and deliveries, and return 
them on the delivery date to the Stock Clearing Corporation . The entries 
are verified by the Settlement Department, and the amount due is deter-
mined . At the end of the day, each firm sends a check to the Corporation 
if it baa a balance payable, or sends a draft to the Corporation if the 
Corporation owes a balance. In the case where the firm is owed a balance 
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by the Corporation. the draft prepared by the firm ia stmply endorsed 
by the Corporation and returned . 
Since 1955. it has been possible for members 
to use the mails for clearing operation1 .53 The Direct Clearance Depart-
ment deals with out-of- town members direetly. enabling them to clear 
transaction~ juat as a New York firm would, utilizing the mails, a New 
York bank account, and a New York correspondent on the floor of the 
Exchange . The Corporation makes payments and reeeives funds for the 
aceount of direct clearing members, acting under the power of attorney 
granted it by all members. 
5 . 1.3 . 2 Clearing Odd Lots and Over- the-counter Securitie• 
When an order involving an odd lot of shares 11 
received by a commission broker, he relays it to the Exch~ge floor for 
execution by one of the odd-lot dealers . Working within a strictly de-
fined set of rules, the odd- lot dealer executes the order. Clearing of 
odd lots is handled by the odd-lot dealers. who determine daily the net 
balances of stock and cash to be delivered to and received from each of 
the 200 commission brokers who deal with the odd- lot firma. 54 To the 
commission brokers, the same clearing economies provided in round lots 
by the Stock Clearing Corporation are derived in odd•lots by the clearing 
operation of the odd- lot dealers. Despite a recent trend reducing the 
portion of the market represented by odd- lot transactions, due in part 
to the reduction in stock prices by stock splits which enables investors 
to buy round lots and to the growing influence of mutual funds, in 1955 
the ratio of odd-lot to round- lot purchaaes and aalea wa1 9.5 per cent . 
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The influence of odd•lot transactions on the operations of most commis• 
sion brokers, though small, is thus not insignificant, and automation 
of procedures to handle odd-lot transactions is economically justified, 
particularly since much of the processing can be performed identically 
for round and odd lots. 
The over• the-counter market is eat~ted to 
account for nearly three-quarters of the total dollar volume of securi-
ties sales, when new securities sales, government bonds, corporate bonds, 
and corporate stocks are all considered .55 By far the bulk of this busi• 
ness is !n transactions of large individual volume, with number of trans• 
actions being small relative to the number concluded daily on the New York 
Stock Exchange. In a typical day early in the last decade about 25,000 
transactions were concluded, of which 20,000 involved corporate stock, 
2, 500 government bonds, and 2 ,500 corporate bonds . 56 The over-the•eounter 
market 1a a negotiated market; "trading is carried on by the give-and-take 
of negotiation in Which considerable higgling over price occurs before 
final prices are determined . "57 Therefore, the parties to each transac-
tion clear securities by physical tran.fer of certificates from seller to 
buyer and of buyer's check to the seller. This clearance is usually effec-
ted "regular way", with delivery made on the fourth full business day after 
the trade date, although it may 1>e made "delayed" , on the seventh day after 
the trade, or "seller's option", after the seventh day, with one day's 
notice. The clearance of over-the-counter securities thus requires actual 
transfer of the certificates, and the economies of clearing house opera-
tion are unavailable . 
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5.1 .4 Margin Accounts 
Trading on margin may take two forms: margin buying and 
short selling. 58 By far the greatest volume of margin trading consists 
of margin buying . In the maintenance of customer accounts, much of the 
work of the brokerage house involves the same kinds of operations 
whether the margin account is long or ·short of securities; the special 
problema which short sales pose to brokerage bouse accounting are dis-
cussed in Section 5 . 1 .5 below. 
The Federal Reserve Board regulates the margin require-
ments by regulating the loan value ita member banks may place on stocks . 
Thia is currently 30 per cent on registered, non-exempt stocks; the 
borrower thus must have a margin or equity of 70 per cent of the market 
value of the stock at the time of purchase . The New York Stock Exchange 
also regulates margin trading, and has prohibited customers from opening 
margin accounts when they carmot furnish an initial margin of at least 
$1,000 . 
The crucial item to the brokerage firm handling a margin 
account is the debit balance, since all margin computations are based 
upon this value . The debit balance 1s the net amount owed by the custOUler 
to the broker; thia is the amount loaned by the broker to the customer, on 
which interest is charged . The debit balance is unaffected by changes in 
the value of the stock held on margin . The margin, on the other hand, 
varies directly with the value of the stock held . For example, if a cus-
tomer purchases 100 shares of stock at 100, putting up $7,000 as margin, 
his debit balance is $3,000 . Should the price of the stock increase to 
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110, the margin ~uld increase to $8,000, but his debit balance would 
remain at $3,000; should the price fall to 90, the margin would be only 
$6,000, but the debit balance would still be $3,000. 
The equicy in the account is the value of the collateral 
minus the debit balance; it varies directly with the value of the colla-
teral. The equity is the net amount the customer holds in the account 
after paying for all commissions, taxes, and interest on the debit 
balance . 
When· a broker carries margin accounts, he 1111st check 
daily to insure that legal margin requirements are being met for every 
such account. 'When the margin in an account becomes too low, the broker 
issues a margin call requesting more cash or securities, giving the cus-
tamer reasonable notice (defined in the brokerage business as three days) 
in which to respond, after which the broker may sell the securities to 
protect his loan to the customer. Today, margin is computed by dividing 
the equity by the value of the collateral, which is equivalent to the 
following: 
Margin • Value of Collateral - Debit Balance 
Value of Collateral 
The broker evaluates collateral at its current market 
value, using the actual cost of the securitiel on the day of purchase, 
and the closing price of the previous business day on succeeding days . 
In periods of sharp market decline, the current market value as indicated 
by the ticker tape should be used by the broker as a basis for margin calls. 
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There are two types of margin requirements of concern to 
the broker . The first is the initial margin requirement, which applies 
only to the day of the transaction . This is currently 70 per cent for 
Federal Reserve Board requirements, with the additional proviso that the 
equity be at least $1,000 to satisfy New York Stoc;c Exchange Rule 550 . 
The second is the maintenance margin requirement, stated by the New York 
Stock Sxchange to be a minimum of 25 per cent of the market value of all 
securities " long" in the account, and by the Federal Reserve Board to be 
the same 70 per cent used for initial margin. The t:wo requirements are 
implemented differently; an account with less than 25 per cent margin is 
termed "undermargined", and no securities can be purchased for it unless 
additional margin is deposited to cover the initial requirements for the 
new stock and to bring the undermargined stock up to a reasonable level 
(usually 33 to 35 per cent) . An account with less than 70 per cent margin 
ia "restricted11 , but is not subject to Federal Reserve Board regulation 
unless there is activity in the account . In general , the regulations in-
sure that activity in a restricted account do not result in lowering the 
margin relative to that before the activity . Dividends and interest re-
ceived in a restricted account require specAal handling by the broker; 
they may be withdrawn within t hirty- five days after they have been deposited, 
if they have not been used in that period to margin new purchases and if 
the account meets the Exchange maintenance requirement after the with-
drawal . Only 10 per cent of stock dividends ~ay be withdrawn, and no vith-
drawal of "arrearages" (the accumulated preferred dividends paid when a 
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company completes a reorganization or ends a period of financial diffi-
culties) is permitted . In general, the day- to-day maintenance by bro-
kerage firms of customers' margin accounts is concerned with keeping an 
accurate, up- to- date check on the value of the collateral and thus on 
the degree to which Federal Reserve Board, New York Stock Exchange, and 
the broker's own margin requirements are being met. 
5 . 1 . 5 Short Sales, Stock Loana, and Marking to the Market 
The Securities Exchange Commission defines a short sale 
in Rule X-313- 3 as follows: 11The term 'short sale' means any sale of a 
security which the seller does not own or any sale which is conaummated 
by the delivery of a security borrowed by, or for the account of, the 
seller . " The short seller's broker always obtains the stock involved in 
a abort sale, either by loaning it hLmaelf, borrowing it from another 
customer, or borrowing it from another brokerage firm. 59 Since all stock 
loans today involve no compensation to either party, the motive for lending 
is to obtain ~ loan on stock without the payment of interest . This advan-
tage actually accrues more to the lending broker than to the owner of the 
loaned stock, since the money received for the stock loan cannot be used 
by a customer whose stock is in a restricted margin account . The broker, 
however, is afforded a means for financing the customer's debit balance 
without paying interest to a bdnk; the customer must continue to pay 
interest at the regular rate . When such a loan is made, then, the custo -
~r's account is not credited with the proceeds; the credit is shown in 
the brokerage firm's stock borrowed and stock loaned account . (Customers 
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with cash or unrestricted margin accounts, of course, may use the cash 
deposit made for stock loans for holding or carrying securities, if the 
deposit is properly margined . ) 
Stock loans are affected by margin requirements, depen-
dent in amount on the use made of the cash deposit by the lender, Only 
30 per cent of the deposit can be used for trading in securities, under 
Regulation T of the Federal Reserve Board, and only 75 per cent of the 
market value of the stock can be paid by the lender's broker to him, to 
insure that he will return the cash deposit when the stock is returned, 
under regulations of the New York Stock Exchange. The cash deposit 
furnished the lender of the stock comes, of course, from the proceeds of 
the sale of the borrowed stock . The lender is protected at all times by 
a deposit approximately equal to the market value of the stock; Figure XV 
illustrates a charge ticket for "marking to the market", or insuring that 
the cash deposit is neither more nor less than required. If the stock 
goes down, for example, the broker representing the short seller must 
send a mark to the market to the lender's broker demanding that cash be 
returned; if it goes up, the lender's broker sends a notice to deposit 
more cash . Marks to the market may be sent directly or forwarded through 
the Stoc~ Clearing Corporation; the money muat be cleared the same day as 
requested, or else an officer or employee of the Exchange may close the 
account . 
Dividends declared while a short sale is in effect go to 
the lender of the stock . When the stock is returned, the abort seller 
must also return any cash or stock dividends payable during the period 
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FIGURE XV 
A CHARGE TICKET FOR MARK TO THE MARKET 
Source: Leffler, George L., op. cit., p. 435 
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of the short sale . The short seller pays usual buying and selling 
commission in ~ing his sale and covering it, and pays taxes and trans-
fer fees when making the sale . He need pay no interest, as we have seen, 
on the borrowed stock . 
The initial margin requirements for short sales are simi-
lar to those for margin purchases . The New York Stock Kxchange requires 
an equity of $1,000 in the account; the Federal Reserve Board requires 
that 70 per cent of the net proceeds (amount received for selling the 
stock, less the expenses of the short sale) be deposited . The Exchange's 
maintenance requirement is as follows: "$2.50 per share or lOOX of market 
value, in cash, whichever amount is greater, of each stock 'abort' in the 
account selling at less than $5 .00 per share; plus $5.00 per share or 301 
of the market value, in cash, whichever is greater, of each stock 'short' 
in the account selling at $5 .00 or above." Margin on a short sale is 
computed by the following formula: 
Margin = Net Proceeds of Sale + Initial Margin Market Value of Stock - 1 .00 
Examination of this formula indicates that the margin on • short sale de· 
clines as th~ market value of the stock increases, and increases as the 
market value declines . Of course, the margin relationship exists only 
between the short seller and his broker; the lender receives approxi• 
mately lOot of the market value of his stock, as discussed above . Again, 
the debit balance, on which interest due the broker is computed , is una£-
fected by variations in the market value of t he stock or of the margin. 
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5.1 . 6 Customer Statements 
A statement of account is rendered to each customer on 
60 
a monthly basis . The statement lists all transactions made during 
the previous month, designates each as a sale or purchase, indicates 
the amount of Federal and State taxes on each ssle, shows the commiasion 
paid the broker on each transaction, indicates interest charges, and 
itemizea dividends received on "long" stock or paid by the customer on 
"short" stock . At the bottom, the statement is balanced to show the 
final money debit or credit balance, and a "bring- down" is provided which 
shows the balance of securities in the account as of the statement date . 
Figure XVI illustrates a typical customer statement, showing most of 
the items described above . 
The fictitious customer yihose statement is illustrated 
in Figure XVI opened the accounting month on April 27 with a debit 
balance of $17,010 .5o . On April 30, the broker sold 20 shares of Ford 
Motor Company and bought 100 shares of Boeing Airplane for the account, 
leaving a net debit balance of $24,454 . 24. On May 1, 100 shares of Erie 
Railroad were sold, liquidating a trade made on March 29, and 100 shares 
of Crucible Steel were sold, leaving a net debit balance of $16,963 . 28 . 
On May 14, a charge of $60 . 39 was made for interest on the debit balance 
over the preceding ~nth, leaving a net debit balance of $17,023 .67. 
(Note that the charge of $60 . 39 does not equal 4~ per cent of the May 14 
balance; it is computed on a daily basis, on the debit balance for each 
day of the month, and debited to the account monthly . ) On May 23, 
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A CUSTOMER STATEMENT 
Source: Leffler, George L., op. cit . , p . 142. 
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100 shares of Wheeling Steel were sold, and 100 shares of Poor and 
Company "B" purchased, leaving a net debit balance of $15,087 .09. 
The interest on customer debit balances is computed 
monthly from the current call loan rate in effect at commercial banks 
during the month, plus a service charge added by the broker to compen-
sate him for securing funds to help the customer buy on margin . 61 The 
service charge is usually smaller for large accounts than for small 
ones, and typically ranges from \per cent to 1 per cent . The interest 
rate is fixed by the broker for each customer, and usually is based on 
consideration of such factors as the type of securities carried , competi-
tive conditions, and the general activity of the account, in addition to 
the size of the debit balance. 
5 .1.7 Internal Accounting 
In conducting its operations, a brokerage house must 
generate many accounting documents in addition to those specifically 
oriented to individual customers and their accounts . Using the outline 
of operations in the preceding sections, several of the required suppor -
ting documents will be described . The purpose of this discussion i s not 
to attempt an exhaustive treatment of brokerage house accounting, but 
rather to describe those documents Whose preparation is required, is 
routine, and is ttme- or labor-consuming enough to warrant the use of 
mechanical aids . This section will concern itself with the reason f or 
preparation of the documents and their basis; Section 5 . 2 will deal with 
methods for automating these aspects of brokerage house accounting . 
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5 . 1 . 7 . 1 Purchase and Sale Blotters 
As notification is received at the brokerage 
house of the corepletion of each transaction, three documents are affec• 
ted: the customer's confirmation, the customer's account, and the blotter. 
Although separate blotters are prepared for various types of transactions , 
such as stock exchange, over-the- counter, and odd lots , we will confine 
ourselves to examination of the clearing house blotters, where each 
purchase and sale of cleared securities is recorded . Only a record of 
sales is required to prepare deliver exchange tic~ets and summaries of 
sale contracts for the use of the Stock Clearing Corporation, but a record 
of purchases is used to check the contract lists sent to receiving brokers 
by the Clearing Corporation . For each transaction, the name and clearing 
house number of the opposite broker, the number of shares involved, 
whether the transaction was a sale or a purchase, the description of the 
security, the contract price, the total amount of the transaction, the 
interest or dividends, the state tax, the commission, the federal tax, 
the registration fee and/or postage, the net amount of the transaction, 
the customer's account number , and the office and account executive's 
number are noted . Figure XVII illustrates a clearing house blotter . The 
blotter is the basic source document for many of the computations required 
of the brokerage firm's accounting department . On it are collected the 
data needed to prepare clearance documents and check the contract lists 
received from the clearing house, to analyze t he commissions due each 
account executive and office of the firm, and to update security, customer, 
and genera l ledgers . 
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5 . 1 . 7. 2 Clearance Accounting and Control 
The discussion of stock clearance in Sec• 
tion 5.1 . 3 above indicated the need for preparation of a deliver ex-
change ticket for each transaction and for a summary of sale contracts, 
to be used by the Stock Clearing Corporation in effecting security 
clearances. The deliver exchange tickets may be prepared most simply 
from the clearing house sales blotter, extracting from the blotter 
entries the information indicated in Figure X in Section 5 . 1. 3: the 
settlement dAte, the clearing number of the delivering firm (printed on 
all its tickets by each firm), the clearing number of shares, the price 
per share, and the total contract price .62 The summary report contains 
merely the total number of shares of cleared securities sold, the total 
contract value, and the settlement date (in addition to the broker's name 
and clearing number), so can be prepared directly from the sales blotter 
as well . 
When the contract lists, one showing the firm's 
purchases, the other listing its sales, are received, they must be 
checked for accuracy . The buying and selling brokers confirm the accu-
racy of the contract lists with respect to the number of shares involved , 
the price at which the tr40saction was executed, and the date of delivery 
63 
and settlement . Any errors found in the lists must be reported at once 
to the opposite broker in the transaction; if errors are found, the 
selling broker senda a correction notice to the Clearing Corporation, and 
adjusts his accounts to reflect the corrected transaction . 64 
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5.1.7 . 3 The Security Ledgeri The Daily Security Take-Off 
The security ledger provides an up-to-date indi-
cation of the securities held by the brokerage firm . Each day, the tran• 
&actions affecting the firm's securities position are transcribed from 
the various purchases and sales blotters to a daily security texe · off, 
which details the net change in position for each security. After checking, 
the take-off is posted to the security ledger, where the following infor-
mation for each security is maintained: the number of shares long or short 
for each customer with a position in the security, and the location of 
the shares (in the broker's safe, pledged to banks for loans, deposited 
for safekeeping, lent to a short seller, etc . ) . Securities purchased for 
customers who have paid for them in full but have left them with tlte 
broker for safekeeping theoretically must be segregated from those pur-
chased by margin customers; the security ledger provides documentation of 
this segregation . The security ledger is balanced in each stocK by com-
bining the customer positions, long and short, with the security location 
balance, since the net securities due to customers must be equalled by the 
net securities in the bro<er's possession , regardless of their location . 
When dividends are declared on securities held by the broker, the security 
ledger ia consulted to determine the amounts due from or payable to 
customers . 
5 . 1 . 7 . 4 Customer and General Ledger; The Daily Journal 
The daily journal and customer and general 
ledger perform functions for money debits and credits similar to those 
provided for securities by tne dail y security take -off and the secur ity 
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ledger. The daily journal has entries for each account in which there 
was activity during the day; the previous money balance, all posting& 
to the customer and general ledger accounts, and the new balance are 
used to verify that all debits and credits for the day are in balance . 
The daily journal entries are then posted to the customer and general 
ledger, where each customer's money balance is maintained . All cash 
receipts and disbursements are posted through the daily journal to the 
customers' accounts; these items include dividends, interest, trade ex-
penses , and deposits and withdrawals by customers . Customer and general 
ledger statements are prepared on a monthly basis to provide both the 
brokerage house and its customers with current balances and descriptive 
detail on the daily postinga made during the preceding month . 
5 . 1. 7 . 5 Margin Accounting 
For 411 accounts holding securities on margin , 
be they " long' or •:short" , the broKerage firm keeps a close check on the 
current value of the securities relative to the equity of the customer . 
Although sudden impairment of margin resulting in a margin call is not as 
likely today , when margins are set at 70 per cent, as they were twenty or 
thirty years ago , when margins of 20 per cent were considered more than 
adequate , 65 the broker nevertheless makes daily calculation of the margin 
in each account . Each day , all transactions affecting mar gin customers' 
money ba l ance and security pos ition are posted to a margin ledger . The 
change in stat us of an account to "restricted" or "undermargined" affects 
future trading in the account, as described in Section 5 . 1 . 4 , and must be 
determi ned the same day as market conditions or customer acti vities cr eate 
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such conditions . If the customer has previously deposited additional 
securities to cover his trading activities , it may be necessary to place 
some or all of them in safekeeping; of course, a margin call may be re-
quired instead of or in addition to the foregoing . It should be noted 
that margin accounting is performed on the trade date, rather than the 
settlement date, since it is activity in the account - - particularly in 
the case of restricted accounts -- which is significant in the regulc-
tion of margin trading . As noted in Section 5 . 1.4, a margin call must 
be answered in three business days; since settlement is made on the fourth 
business day after the trade date, prompt attention by the firm to margin 
accounts assures that adequate margins are on hand to cover all margin 
transactions . 
An additional phase of margin accounting con-
cerns the segregation of securities . Securities purchased on margin are 
usually carried in the name of the broker, rather than in the name of 
the customer, since they are not paid for in ful1 .66 Should a margin 
trader's debit balance be adequately secured by other collateral, the 
surplus securities he may have deposited with the broker are transferred 
to a segregation account . Thus, even should the stock be used to secure 
a broker's loan, it would be identified with the customer rather than 
with the broker . The certificate may or may not show the name of the 
cust~r when it is placed in the segregation account . 
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5.1.7 .6 Commission Earnings 
At the end of each month, data from the 
security ledger and customer and general ledger are analyzed to deter-
mine which account executive was responsible for each transaction con-
summated during the month . A statement of earnings is prepared for the 
firm as a whole, based on coamiesions, interest earned, and service 
charges, and for each account executive, based on the type of trade, 
claas of security, gross credit, and allocation of gross credit for 
each transaction. The allocation of gross credit ie the percentage of 
the firm's eODIDission to which a particular account executive or other 
employee of the firm is entitled, and varies, of course, from one em-
ployee to another . The final step in commission earnings accounting 
is the preparation of payroll statements and payroll checks for the 
employees . 
5 .1.7.7 Dividend Accounting 
On the date when a security goes ex-dividend, 
the security ledger is consulted to de termine which customers have posi-
tions in that security. The dividend rate is multiplied by the number 
of shares held for each customer, and the amount due from or payable to 
each is computed. In accordance with customer instructions, the credits 
or debits, in the case of "short" stock - - may be made directly to the 
customer's account or a cheek or invoice may be mailed when the br.okerage 
firm receives the dividend check from the corporation. 
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5.2 Mechanization of Brokerage House Accounting 
Most of the accounting and clerical work of large business 
today employs automatic business machines. Since the Stock Clearing 
Corporation uses such equipment.67 it is obviously advantageous to 
brokerage firms clearing through the Corporation to avail themselves 
of the opportunity to submit and receive automatically prepared docu-
ments. Most New York brokerage firms have automatic business machines; 
confirmations, monthly statements, deliver exchange tickets and sUlllll8• 
riea of sale contracts, blotters, and ledgers are all produced by this 
equipment. Despite the ability of modern puncbed•card business machines 
to read, punch. sort, merge, and interpret (print from punched-card data) 
at rates of up to 250 cards per minute, larger volumes of trading and the 
complexity involved in human handling of cards have induced the larger 
brokerage firms to consider the use of high- speed digital computer systems 
to supplement their punched-card equipment capabilities. Whether auto-
matte business machines or a digital computer system are used, the means 
for entry of accounting data is the punched card. Figure XVIII illus• 
trates a typical card; provision is made for a key punch operator using 
a machine with a typewriter keyboard to punch holes into the card; the 
combination of holes in each of the 80 card columns can be interpreted by 
business machines as one and only one of the 48 alphanumeric and punctua-
tion characters in the Hollerith code. Figure XIX illustrates the various 
characters and the punch combinations whieh represent them. 
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Source; International Business Machines Corporation 
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"FIGURE XIX 
A PUNCHED CARD, SHOWING HOLES PUNCHED FOR EACH CHARACTER 
Source: The )1ITRE Corporation 
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The major change apparent to an accountant when punched-card 
equipment is used for bookkeeping instead of manual methods is the physi-
cal appearance of files and ledgers, both of which become decks of punched 
cards . In a digital computer system, the decks of cards are further 
abstracted to reels of magnetic tape, rendering the familiar documents 
completely unrecognizable as such. It is a tribute to the accuracy and 
reliability of accounting machinee and computer systems that large busi• 
nesses are willing to entrust their record~keeping to them; that the 
machines merit this trust is evidenced by the rapid growth in the scope 
of their applications. 
Section 5.2.1 describes the manner in which brokerage house 
accounts are converted from manually-produced documents to punched cards, 
and illustrates a typical brokerage house punched-card operation -- the 
production of purchase and sale records. Section 5.2 .2 describes two 
types of computer systems for brokerage house use; the equipment required 
for an "in-house" system; and applications of the systems to brokerage 
bouse accounting. The bulk of the data in the remainder of Section 5 was 
obtained from Mr. Z. V. Zakarian, Manager, New York Electronic Systems 
Center, Radio Corporation of America; and from a booklet, Installation 
of Unit Record Equipment for the Brokerage Indust;y, published by Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation and furnished the author by 
Mr. Neil s. See, Manager, Electronic Data Processing Department, Merrill 
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, New York, N. Y. 
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5.2.1 Use of Automatic Business Machines 
Business machines can absorb three major functions of 
brokerage <:lccounting: purchase and sale records, security ledgers, and 
customer and general ledgers. The first step in installing automatic 
equipment is to assign numeric codes to customers' accounts~ security 
descriptions, general ledger accounts~ account executives, and securfty 
location accounts . Adequate allowance for expansion in the number of 
accounts must be made in setting up the system, or one of its major advan• 
tages, the ability to sort cards alphabetically by simple numeric machine 
processes, will be lost as new accounts are added. A convenient rule of 
thumb r ecommended by equipment manufacturers is to provide at least ten 
numbers between accounts when initially assigning account numbers; this 
has been found to provide sufficient expansion capability . A suffix 
number appended to the account number is usually used t o identify the 
account type as cash, margin, short, etc. 
Once numeric codes have been assigned to the various cate-
gories of data , they are used on a ll entries affecting the ledgers even 
before the automatic equipment is received. This procedure enables the 
association of numbers with accounts in the minds of cust omers and em-
ployees to be made , and serves as a deterrent to error in the early stages 
of machine operation. When the equipment is received, several security 
description cards are punched for each active security and filed alpha-
betically for use by operators . Bach card contains the complete alpha-
betical description of t he security it represents, and the numeric code 
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assigned by the broker to that security. Customer name and address 
cards and cards for general ledger accounts involving security post• 
tions are then punched and filed; again, several cards for each account 
are prepared •• in the case of customers' accounts, the name, full 
mailing address, and code number appear on each card. Finally, a supply 
of location account cards is prepared for each location used by the 
brokerage house for securities: broker's box (or safe), transfer account, 
safekeeping, failed- to-receive, etc. 
To illustrate the use of the card files, let us examine 
the preparation of purchase and sale records. When an order is executed, 
the completed order ticket (see Figure VIII) is sent to the accounting 
department of the brokerage firm, where it is used to select a prepunched 
security card and a prepunched name and address card from the files. The 
use of the prepunched cards saves time by removing the need for checking 
customer names and account numbers against addresses and typing the name 
and address and security description; it reduces errors by making cor-
rectly punched names and addresses and security titles available at once, 
without the need for preparing them after the transaction has occurred. 
The customer's a<:count number, the number of shares in the transaction, 
the price , and whether the securities were bought or sold are punched into 
the security title card; the name and address and completed security title 
cards are placed in an accounting machine which prepares the customer's 
confirmation in the form shown in Figure XX. During this process, the 
machine checks the account numbers on the security title and name and 
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address cards and leaves blank the name and address on any confirmation 
where a discrepancy is found. This provides a check on the punching of 
the trade data into the security card and on the selection of the cor-
rect name and address card. 
After checking the confirmations against the order 
tickets for possible discrepancies, the name and address cards are re-
moved from the combined deck of cards and refiled for future use; the 
security cards are then sorted into proper sequence for preparation of 
purchase and sale blotters. The blotter illustrated in Figure XVII was 
prepared from a group of cards sorted from a security trade card deck; 
the deck is separated into purchase and sale transactions, stock exchange 
and over-the-counter transactions, etc. as desired by the firm, and 
separate blotters prepared for each classification. In the case of items 
cleared by the Stock Clearing Corporation, balances to receive and de-
liver are automatically computed during preparation of the blotter. 
Delivery exchange tickets are prepared in a subsequent operation , a fter 
the receiving brokers' names are added to the sales blotter. 
The security trade card is then duplicated. One copy is 
used for entry of money data to the general and customer ledger, the other 
copy provides security position data for the security ledger, as discussed 
in Sections 5.1.7.3 and 5.1.7 .4 above. As was previously mentioned, the 
decks of punched cards replace ledgers in day-to-day operation; they are 
updated by sorting, addition of new items, removal of superseded items, 
and summarization of data - - when required, they are passed t hrough an 
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accounting machine and printed in a form like that shown in Figure XXI 
for the use of the accounting department or firm management . A complete 
secuTity ledger can be prepared from the securi t y l edger cards in a few 
minutes, taking advantage of the ability of accounting machines to print 
several hundred lines of data per minute. 
The foregoing exemplifies the procedures in the use of 
punched-card equipment for brokerage bouse accounting. Many s i gnifi cant 
savings in time, accuracy, and expense are achievable with such systems. 
Why, then, are commission brokers turning to the use of high•speed digi-
tal computer systems? The remainder of Secti on 5 concerns itself wi th 
this question and with the specific areas of application of the newer 
di gital systems. 
5.2.2 High-Speed Digital Computer Applications to Brokerage 
House Accounting 
The application of digital computers to the brokerage 
firm accounti ng operations of purchase and sale recording and ledger 
maintenance involves more complex equipment than the automatic accounting 
machines generally i n use. A large · f irm may be able to absorb the l arger 
capital or rental outlay for a computer system very quickl y, t hrough allo• 
cation of tasks to the system which could not be performed on punched-
card equipment, net reduction in personnel or floor space, or enhanced 
eff:tci.ency i n performing acconntin~ tasks previ ously relegated to punched-
card equipment. To a firm of such size, the full-ttme use of a di g i tal 
computer system confers real economies. Smaller firms, or those not sure 
that a d i gital computer system wi ll fully answer thei r needs, have recently 
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been afforded the opportunity to obtain complete record-processing ser-
vice at the Radio Corporation of America's Electronic Systems Center on 
'Wall Street. The Center makes available a large business-oriented digi-
tal computer system, plus the services of key punch operators, analysts, 
and COJJlPUter operators on a fee basis to brokerage firms, banks, and 
insurance companies in New York's financial area. Thus, a brokerage 
firm need not employ pe.rsonnel to perform the data processing tasks, 
and need only transmit its business documents to the Center. The de• 
cision that such services can be more economically provided "in-house" 
by the firm itself can then be baaed on a better understanding of the 
capabilities of the system than could be obtained before attempting 
to perform the firm's accounting by high-speed computer. A large firm 
can thus educate its management and accounting department while actually 
obtaining professi onal data processing assistance, then obtain its own 
system if and when it becomes desirable; a small firm which could not 
otherwise afford such services may take advantage of them through this 
type of processing center. 
The major problem faced by the institution setting up a 
computer center for financial data procesatng is not the preparation of 
computer programs, since this is in fact an area where great economies 
arise by virtue of the similarity of the processes required by each 
prospective customer's accounting department; neither is it the require-
ment for meeting schedules for all customers which are competitive with 
the best they could achieve individually with punched-card eql.tipment. 
Instead, the same reluctance of financial firms to allowing their private 
affairs exposed to "outside" eyes which originally plagued those who ini-
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tiated stock clearance to tbe New York Stock Exchange in 1892 must be 
overcome.68 This problem is far less serious today than it was in the 
Ni.neties, when d i sclosu,;e of bal.ance sheet data to stocldlolders, or 
even to banks, was looked upon as extremely poor business practi ce. 
In a. data processing center, only the customers' input documents and 
final printed output are susceptible of compromise by other customers; 
the data internal to the system are stored on magnetic tapes and are 
thus easily protected. RCA claims to have met the problem of safe• 
guarding customer records through physical security of documents and 
the computer area. 
5.2.2.1 Advantage• of Bigb•Speed Computer Systems for 
Brokers&? Fi rma 
The operation of automatic business machines 
is controlled by the arrangement of patch cords, short lengths of elec-
trical wire wi th plugs at each end, on a control panel . Control panels 
permit many quite complex operations, such as those descri bed in Sec .. 
tion 5.2.1 above, to be carried out automatically, but wired control 
panel machines are capable of only relatively slow operating speed, are 
physically l~ted to a small number of counters in which totals can be 
accumulated, and can make very few logical decisions. These limitations 
mt4de it impossible, in many cases, to optimally reduce the steps i n a 
procedure to automati c operation. For example~ the automatic preparation 
of deliver exchange tickets simultaneously with the clearing house blotter 
is ~ssible with punched-card equipment, since the opposite clearing 
broker's identifi cation cannot be handled with all the other data needed 
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for blotter preparo.tion. The additional storage available to a computer 
makes it possible to accomplish this operation in a single paas through 
the equipment; it is in areas such aa these that a digital computer 
system, though more expensive than a wired control panel m.:1chine com· 
plex, can compete economically. 
Once an automatic system bas been placed in 
operation, the major source of errors becomes the human operators. Such 
hazards as selecting incorrect control panels or card decks for pro-
ceasing, taking decKS to the wrong machine, selecting carda incorrectly, 
and failing to replenish card files contribute to these errors, some of 
which can be located and corrected in an automatic system, but only at 
the expense of time and addit i onal work . Elimination of h't.IJ!Un errors 
is best accomplished by eltcinating opportunities for making errors. 
Digital computer systems, with their extensive logical decision-making 
capability and variable record length, make it possible to reduce human 
intervention considerably relative to that required in punched-card ays-
tems. An additional advantage accruing from the use of a digital com-
puter ia complete flexibility of format of printed output, again due to 
the relatively unlimited record lengths available. For example, if a 
name, addreas, or security description requirea more letters than there 
ari! colunm in a punched card, either an additional "trailer" eard ia 
required (necessitating operator care 1n card selection to assure that 
the trai ler card is not neglected) or some of the data must be abbreviated. 
Although this is not unduly restrictive, the ability to print data as de· 
sired, rather than as required by equipm--nt l~itations, is valued quite 
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highly by roost firms . The ability to store large volumes of data on 
magnetic tape in far less space than required for the equivalent in 
punched cards provides the firm with a savings in filing apace which 
can be significant . A reel of magnetic tape about twelve inches in 
diameter and an inch thick holds about 1,500 feet of tape; this can 
store as much data as 45,000 punched cards, which would require several 
file drawers .69 Added to this space advantage are the high speed of 
reading and writing tapes, which is more than twenty times that possible 
with the most advanced card reading equipment, and the obvious relative 
ease of handling one tape reel rather than eight to ten file drawers of 
punched cards . 
Although many of the features of digital com-
puter systems descriued above confer tangible benefits to the brokerage 
firm which employs the system in preference to automatic accounting 
machines, the one advantage of the digital computer which is paramount 
in importance is the one which distinguishes it from all other computing 
equipments: its flexible stored program. As noted previously, the concept 
of the stored program made possible the modern digital computer; in one 
application after another it is tl1is feature which clearly indicates the 
value of the system. In brokerage house accounting, punched-card equip• 
ment does a creditable job; yet, the need for additional automatic logical 
decision-lllakiug capability, more and more flexible counters, and higher 
speed to cope uith ever• lncreasing volumes of work suggest that a high-
speed digital computer system more closely matches the needs of the 
brokerage firm. 
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5.2.2.2 Features of a egmputer Center for Brokerage 
Firm Use 
tal computer services 
Computer centers, where a full range of digi• 
including analysia, computer program and in-
put dnta preparation, and use of all or part of a large computer sys-
tem -- may l>e contracted for, are now l>ec01ning prominent in iinancial 
districts . The Radio Corporation of America's Electronic Systems Center 
at 45 Wall Street, New York, is a good example of this type of fac!l ity. 
The Center has two RCA 501 computing systems, each of which is composed 
of a digital computer, several magnetic tape units, a card reader and 
punch, and an automatic printer. The 501 system is typical of the 
large-scale, high-speed, business•oriented digital computers; it can 
add two numbers in four ten-thousandths of a second, stores up to 262 ,000 
alphanumeric characters in its high-speed memory, has a wide repertoire 
of arithmetic and logical instructions, and rents to an installing cus• 
tomer for about $16,000 per month. exclusive of site preparation and 
installation costs.70 Charges for the use of the Centerts facilities 
are not made solely on the basis of the c:1m0unt of the computer system's 
time used, however; the fees are based on the volume of tr.:msactions 
and accounts, and thus recognize the expanses of data analysf.s, systems 
planning~ programming, and data preparation, as well as comp-~ter rental . 
Many advantages accrue to the user of the Center . 
The staff is experienced in hoth the financial and computing fields ; the 
comhination of the staff and the computer eystems make large-scale high· 
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speed data processing available with a minimum of delay and without the 
need for personnel recruiting, training, p-rogramming, site preparation, 
or system maintenance . Since charges are based on the volume of ac-
counts, the brokerage firm's accounting department c.an schedule costs 
more accurately than is possible with one's own computer, where heavy 
loads may result in large overtime charges . The fact that two computer 
systems are provided insures that reserve capacity is available in the 
event of shutdown or overload of a single computer. Only in a center 
of this sort could the expense of a duplicate machine be justified, 
since only with a huge data processing load could scheduling flexibility 
be obtained without undue expense . In addition, the user is assured of 
the use of the moat modern and efficient equipment on his problem, 
usually resulting in favorable price adjustments as new equipment be• 
comes available, since the center is a showcase for the equipment built 
by the company which operates it, as a rule, and its efficiency and 
economr are strong selling points. 
The computer center provides brokerage firms 
with data processing services and equipment at a lower rate than would 
be feasible if the firm hired its own personnel and leased its ow~ com-
puter; this, of course, is true only until the volume of data processed 
by a firm becomes large enough to busy a computer for about eight hours 
a day, the time for which minimum rental is computed. At this point, 
particularly if the firm has a data processing staff involved in punched• 
card accounting, it is generally more economic to obtain one's m.~ com-
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puter. Regardless of whether the computer system is located at the 
brokerqe firm or in a computer center, the operations it performs 
are essentially the same. Section 5.2.2.3 describes the features of a 
computer system for an individual firm and discusses the processing 
performed. 
5.2.2.3 A Small High-Speed Computer for Brokerage 
Bouae Use 
A brokerage fi~ can avail itself of high-
speed processing by purchasing the services of a data processing cen-
ter such as the one described in the preceding section or by leasing 
its own computer system. The deciding factor in determining which 
method to use is cost. As noted, if a firm can make good use of all 
or nearly all of an eight-hour machine shift every day, it will pro-
bably be more economical to obtain a machine for the firm's exclusive 
use. Computer manufacturers provide training courses for managers, 
programmers, and operators, and make available detailed reeoumendations 
for preparing the office to change over to computer operation. The 
manufacturer includes the cost of maintenance and service in the ren• 
tal and does not charge the customer rental for any time except when 
the system is fully operative. A growing library of computer programs, 
requiring only minor modification to make them specifically applicable 
to a new customer's processes, is available; the brokerage fbm can 
thus take advantage of the latest and best in programming techniques 
with a minimum of effort on the part of its own personnel. 
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The cost of a typical computer system for 
brokerage use approximates $8,000 per month. This price is for an 
Internatt-onal Business Machine Corporation 1401 system. The 1401 com-
puter adds two numbers in two ten- thousandths of a second, can store 
up to 16,000 alphanumeric characters in its high-speed memory, bas a 
repertoire of more than 30 arithmetic and logical instructions, and 
uses five magnetic tape units for brokerage firm applications. 71 The 
units of a 1401 system are the computer itself, described above; a card 
reader and punc,h, which reads 800 cards per minute and punches 250 
cards per minute; a printer, which prints up to 600 lines of 132 charac-
ters each per minute; and five magnetic tape units, each of which can 
transfer 40,000 characters per second to or from the computer memory . 
Several tape units are supplied to take the placa of the manual hand-
ling of punched-card decks in the sorting, merging, and editing pro• 
ceases. The transfer of data among the computer and the tape units, 
canted on at the extremely high speeds of which this system is capable, 
far outstrips that of any punched-card system.. The 1401 is c<lllSidered 
a small computer by today's standards; it is frequently employed in 
data processing centers as an input and output processor for a larger 
computer, yet its speed and logical capabilities are such that it can 
perform independently as well. 
A computer system performs all the accounting 
operations described in Sections 5.1.2, 5.1.3, 5.1.6, and 5.1.7 above . 
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The major differences in processing as performed by the computer sya-
tem rather than the punched-card system are the replacement of punched-
card decks representing journals and ledgers by reels of magnetic tape, 
and the eltmination of human intervention in the processing from the 
time data is initially supplied to the system to the time when printed 
outputs are obtained. When documents such as monthly customer state-
ments are to be prepared, all that is required 1a to load tape reels in 
the tape units, insert a single pre- punched card telling the computer 
which program to operate, and then remove the completed statements from 
the printer. The details of operation of the computer system in producing 
several of the documents mentioned previously will be described in the 
succeeding sections . 
5.2.2 .3 .1 Purchases and Sales Accounting 
Purchases and sales accounting takes 
trade information punched on cards as described in Section 5.2 .1 and 
produces customer confirmations, blotters, and deliver exchange tickets 
and the summary of sales contracts for the Stock Clearing Corporation. 
Since the magnetic tape units can store the detailed security descrip-
tions and names and addresses of customers, the key punch operator need 
not select any pre-punched cards but need only transcribe the completed 
order ticket onto a card. The card then contains the security code, 
opposite broker's number, account executive number, customer's account 
number, exchange code , origin code, number of shares, price s transaction 
amount, and purchase or sale indication. As cards are received and 
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sizable decks build up, they are read by the card reader and sorted by 
the computer into security code sequence on a magnetic tape. At the 
end of the day's trading, the purchases and sales computer run begins. 
The sorted trades are matched against a master security description 
tape, and an output tape is prepared with complete security descriptions 
added to each trade. The input card deck may also be used to enter 
changes in security descriptions or add new security descriptions; these 
are used to update the master security description tape sfmultaneously 
with the placing of descriptions on the trade tape. 
The trade records are next sorted 
into type of transaction, so that the programs used to compute the de• 
tailed trade data (commissions, taxes, registration fees, etc . ), which 
differ depending on the transaction type, need be read into high-speed 
memory only once from the tape on which they are stored . The trades are 
then figured by the computer; as each ne\i' transaction is read from the 
tape for figuring, the computer checks to see that the correct program 
is i n the memory. lfuen a new program is needed it is read into storage 
from the program tape by the computer. The figured trades are then 
sorted onto two tapes, one in customer ntmher sequence, the other in 
security sequence. The security- sequence- ordered tape is sorted into 
purchases and sales for each type of transaction such as stock exchange , 
over-the-counter, etc ., for use in preparing blotters, deliver exchange 
tickets, and the summary of sale contracts . As the stock exchange sales 
blotter is printed, deliver exchange cards are punched and a summary of 
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sales contracts accumulated by the computer . The tape is then removed, 
and the balances of securities to receive •nd deliver are extracted and 
printed oot, to be used to dlack the 4eliver balance order wben it ls 
received from the Stock Clearing Corporation. 
The customer-number~rdered tape is 
then proceased to acc~plish foar things: 
1. Match each transaction with the 
correct eus~r ~~ and adGress. 
2 . Print complete confirmations . 
3 . Update the name and address tape 
from a punched-card deck of new and changed names and addresses read 
into the computer after the daily trade cards . 
4 . Punch a card to indicate tbat a 
confirmation cannot be completed because a name and aQdress ia missing. 
The custon.er-number•ordered tape is retained for use in preparing cus-
tomer statements and updating the customer and general ledger~ 
The time required for the foregoing 
processing, a$Suming that card punching time is not included , and that 
1,000 daily trades, 50,000 names and addresses , and 20 ,000 security 
descriptions are involved, wo~ld be about tt.'O hours . This estiru.ate in-
cludes time needed to set up and take down tape reels; load paper into 
the printer; rewind tape reels; and for processing, card re4dtng and 
punching. and printing . 
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5 .2.2 .3 . 2 Security Ledger Accounting 
In addition to the security ledger, 
the computer produces a listing of stockholders whose holdings will 
involve proxies or dividends, and a take-off of the day's transactions 
in securities and a summary of the opening and closing positions in all 
securities affected during the ddy. ~igure XXII illustrates the daily 
talte•off and summary; a portion of the security ledger was shown in 
Figure XXI. Inputs to the security ledger are of two types. Punched 
cards are used for entries which cannot usually be derived from previous 
tape operations: indications of proxy solicitations, announcements of 
dividend declarations, receipt or delivery of securities, movement of 
securities lent to other brokers or borrowed for short sellers, and 
adjustments in the fo~ of correction» to the security ledger or to any 
of the tapes used as inputs to the process . Previously proeesaed tapes 
contain the day's trade data, sorted in security sequence, and indica• 
tions of securities transfers into and out of segregation and of other 
activities affecting margin accounts. 
The computer reads in the card and 
tape entries, and merges them in security number order. The master 
security deseription tape is consulted in case a card or tape entry is 
not complete in that respect; the trade data, of course, already have 
security descriptions associated with them. The tape which is produced 
contains all the entries needed to update the security ledger . The tape 
is sorted by security number, and by account number within each security, 
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anc.l is then processed with the security ledger ta~ to produce an up• 
dated aecur.ity ledger tape, a listing of dividends and proxies appli-
crtble to securities h~ld by the brokerage firm for its customers, and 
the uuf.ly take• off and security ledger s11mnutry. 
The time required to flerform the fore-
going, assum-ing in addition to the "o1ures assumed in Section 5 .2 .2 .3.1 
above that there are 50,000 security ledger positions, 36,000 holders' 
file poaition3 and 6,000 daily security ledger entries, is about one~5nd· 
one•hQli: hours. 
5.2 . 2. 3 .3 Customer and General Ledger ond 
Marcin Ledger Accounting 
The trade tape from the purchase and 
sale process, sorted in order of customer account ~bcr tnd by security 
num"er within account nuaber, is uaed to update the custoner and gene1:al 
led&er, prepare wu:giu statet.tents, and update the roargin ledger. The only 
o.itldltional input required is a deck of punched cards carrying the closing 
prices of all securities, used to dete~ine the amount of securities re-
quired as margin and the amount to be segregated for each margin account . 
'Ihe tra<le tape and the customer and 
general ledger tape are p~oceeaed to ptoduco an updated custome~ and 
general ledger, and a uaily statement detail tape containins the day's 
cash and oecuritics tl."clnsactionn for each customer ia; prouuced. A oepa• 
rate tape ~ontaining the current position io prepazed for all margin and 
short accounts. The balances are used wi th the day's clo&ing price for 
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checking active margin accounts to determine whether maintenance margin 
requirement& are affected by the day's activity and whether margin 
calla must be issued (cards are punched for each account where this ta 
required) • Finally, the margin ledger ia updated, changes in margin 
which affect segregation or transfer of securities in margin accounts 
are placed on tape,and margin statements are printed. 
The time required for the foregoing 
ledger processing. assuming there are 10,000 active accounte with caah 
balances and 3,200 daily ledger entries in addition to the volumes 
stated in Sections 5.2.2.3.1 and 5.2.2.3.2, is about three hours. 
5.2.2.3.4 Statement Preparation 
To prepare customer statements, the 
daily statement detail tape entries produced in the customer and general 
ledger updating process and the updated cuatomer and general ledger tape 
are merged with customer names and addresses. Interest charges lllU8t be 
computed on accounts with debit balances, and entered by card input to 
the daily statement detail tape on the day charged. The computation of 
interest is performed by the computer, in odd hours, and the punched cards 
entered when required. The daily detail tapes are merged every four days, 
and the merged tapes are again merged at the end of the month to create a 
slngle listing of transactions sorted by customer account number . The 
final merged detail tape is then processed with the customer name and 
address tape and the customer and general ledger tape to produce customer 
statements of the type illustrated 1n Figure lXIII. 
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The accounting taaka described in 
the preceding sections are performed daily; statements are prepared 
only onee a month. The time required per month to prepare statements, 
assuming that 10,000 statements are prepared, is about eight hours, of 
which three are allocated to interest calculations and merging of detail 
tapes at various times during the month. 
Assuming that a brokerage firm1 • 
business is approximately the size lndieated by the volumes used in the 
timing eati.matea above, a 1401 system would be occupied about seven hour a 
per day with the processing of accounting data . The reliability of sys-
tems like the 1401 i a sueh that ono hour per day ia an extremely gener-ous 
allowance for down time~ hence it is reasonable to state that additional 
tasks to those described can be performed. One such task, which would 
require about ten minutes per day assuming that 50,000 ac.counte are in 
the seeurity ledger, would be automatic production of marks to the market 
for loaned securities , based on closing prices. The monthly tasks of 
commission earnings statement preparation, statistical analyses of the 
month's transactions, and payroll cheek pTOduction, for example, can be 
spread out and accomplished on different days with no prejudice to the 
daily work load. On days when volume 1a extremely heavy, it may be nece-
seary to run the system for more than eight hours, but it is highly impro• 
bable that the total of 176 hours per month on which computer rental fees 
are computed will be exceeded if subsequent days are not so busy . 
I 
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From the preceding, we may conclude 
that small high-speed compute-r systems which are closely matched in 
capacity to the accounting tasks of a large brokerage office ar• avail• 
able_ that such a system can reduce the work of personnel in the a.c• 
counting department, and that record storage space can be considerably 
decreued. Confirmations, clearance and control documents, blotters, 
ledgers, aad statements can be automatically produced, more rapi~ly and 
accurately than is pouible eCDDOmically by any other means, and sophia• 
ticated statistical and financial analyses can be made available to 
management on very short notice. Expansion 1n brokerage firm business 
volume can easily be handled by computer systems; their speed, vol'l.lllle, 
and breadth of accomplishment have only begun to be exploited. 
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6. DIGITAL COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO SECURITY ANALYSIS 
The analysis of securities is basically concerned with the 
determination of the value of a share of stock in a particular corporation. 
The usual purpoae of security analysis ia to decide whether or not a cer-
tain stock ia deserving of a place tn an investment portfolio at a given 
time; the factors influencing this deeiaiou may range from the apparent 
phase of the business cycle through the fundamental business performance of 
the corporation in question to the technical performance of the stock mar-
ket. The objectives of , and restrictions on the portfolio must also be taken 
into account in the analytical process. 
This section will examine some of the methods of security analysis, 
stock price forecasting, and portfolio selection, and indicate areas in 
which digital computer assietance might be used to accelerate, aimplify, 
or improve the process. Despite the fact that almost every security analysis 
or forecasting technique recognizes the need for human interpretation of 
data, there are nevertheless a large number of tasks which, because of their 
repetitive nature or requirement for consideration of a large number of facts 
in a short span of time, are well suited to computer application. 
6. 1 Fundamental Analysis of Stock Prices 
Many analysts feel that market trends are dictated by economic or 
political factors outside the stock market itself. This is the so-called 
fundamental approach to security analysis. Two theories are used to explain 
the movement of stock prices in response to fundamental factors. The tradt-
tional theory contends that the anticipation by investors of changes in 
72 
corporate earnings is the basic cause of stock price movement. This 
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theory predicts that the result of all changes in fundamental condi tions 
is an effect on corporate earnings, either individually or on the whole. 
This theory has been criticized for its lack of recognition of the impor-
tance of dividends and investor confidence as basic factors in stock 
price movements. Recent thinking indicates that the variat i on i n trader 
and investor confidence in the future of stock prices, earnings, and d i vi-
dends is the basic factor in the movement of stock prices. 73 This theory 
can explai n market actions which the conventional theory cannot, such as 
bear markets like the one of 1946 in the face of pronounced strength i n 
economic condi tions, but the value of the theory i n predicting market 
performance is diminished by the inherent difficulty of measuring publ i c 
confidence in the market. 74 
The bulk of stock market analysts and investors subscribe in some 
degree to fundamental theory: business statistics such as financial state-
ments, dividend records and policies, and sales data; indicators of the 
state of business in general such as production indexes, price statistics, 
and bank and treasury reports; and current news are all used to estimate 
the intrinsic value of a given stock. If this analysis indicates that the 
stock is selling below the investor's appraisal of its value, the investor 
purchases it . At least one of the investment counselling services attempts 
to reduce all the fundamental factors to their mathematical effect on 
stock values and prices. Using the statistical technique of multiple 
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* regression analysis , the earnings , dividends, book value, price, economic 
factors, and estimated business conditions are used to project a stock' s 
75 intrinsic value and probable market performance into the future. The 
remainder of this section dis~usaes some of the fundamental factors in 
stock price determination , the correlation techniques developed by Arnold 
Bernhard for the Value Line Investment Survey, and an example of funda-
mental forecasting as it might be accomplished by a computer. 
6 .1.1 Determinants of Stock Value 
There are five fundamental computations used by investors 
in estimating the merit of a common stock and testing hol'7 reasonably it ie 
priced. The indicators de termined by these computations are the earnings 
per share, the net asset value (or book value) per share, the leverage, the 
price-earnings ratio, and the yield. 
The earnings per common share are usually computed by tak-
ing the net corporate profit after expenses, interest , and taxes , subtract-
ing the preferred dividend requirement (aince the claim of the common 
stock on earnings is of lower precedence than that of preferred stock) , and 
76 dividing the difference by the number of common shares outstanding. For 
this and other per-share figures , the number of shares is computed as the 
sum of the number of shares issued and the number subscribed , less the 
number of shares in the treasury; the authorized-but-not-issued shares and 
* Multiple regression analysis is a mathematical technique for estimating 
the value of a variable which is a function of several other variables. 
The approach is to matte the best fit possible of a line represented by an 
equation in the independent variables to the actual line representing the 
dependent variable . The computations involve solving several simultaneous 
linear equations, a task ideally suited to digital computation. 
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treasury stoek are excluded from the total since dividends are paid only 
on outstanding shares and since only the outstanding shares would share 
in corporate assets in the event of liquidation. Should earnings not be 
adequate to cover preferred dividends, the deficiency is considered a 
deficit to the eoum:m stock. If new stock 1a issued during a business 
year in return for property or cash, the assets thus acquired by the corpor-
ation contribute to earnings for only part of the year; earnings per share 
are then computed on the weighted average number of shares outstanding. 
The calculations required for the determination of earnings per share --
and the other stoek value determinants, aa well -- are simple, and utilize 
data available in annual financial statements and the notes thereto. Al-
though they could be computed by machine, they are available, with all 
necessary adjustments for new stock issuea, stock splits, etc., in several 
financial publications; use of a computer to determine them might be of 
use to the authors of such publications , but could hardly be justified for 
an investment or brokerage house. Earnings per share and the trend of earn-
ings per share, influencing as they do both present and future dividends, 
are emphasized heavily by most investors; care tiiUSt be taken in computing 
these figures , therefore, to insure that allowance is made for non-recur-
ring income or expense items. 
The net asset value per share, usually referred to as the 
book value per share, is determined by taking the net balance sheet value 
of the corporate assets after allowance for depreciation and depletion, 
subtracting creditors' and preferred stockholders' claims , and dividing 
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77 the difference by the nutnber of common shares outGtanding. In busi-
neeses where corporate assets are a good measure of earning power, the 
book value per share may be extremely significant. Since book values 
are baaed on cost rather than earning power, and since intangible usete 
not on the books may in reality be far more significant than book values 
in determining earning power, moat analysts do not stress book values too 
heavily, although the contribution of good ansets to future emuinga 
cannot be neglected. 
The leverye factor ia the ratio of the total number of 
dollars employed by the business to the number of dollars invested by the 
78 
common stockholder s. The leverage factors in large industrial corpora-
tiona usually range from about 1.1 in very conservative companies, to 
about 2.5 in businesses where earnings needed to pay interest and pre-
ferred dividends are very dependable. The leverage factor is important in 
assessing the speculative nature of a stock. The higher the leverage 
factor , the more dynamic and speculative the position of the common stock. 
If earnings should be good , large percentage returns are available to the 
coliiDOD stock; if earnings are small, there may be nothing available to 
the common stockholders. 
The price-earnings ratio is exactly what its name implies: 
the ratio of the market price of the stock to the earnings per share . It 
is a very highly regarded measure of stock value, and has been recommended 
by at least one authority79 as a primary indication that eomcon stocks 
should be purchased, held, or sold. The p1·ice-earnings ratio gives an 
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excellent indication of corporate success as reflected by the price of 
the stock; it measures , to a certain extent, the confidence the invest-
ing public has in the stock. Various stocks have varying price-earnings 
ratios associated with them; in general, stable investment stocks have 
the highest price-earnings ratioa of stocks which pay reasonably regular 
dividends. So-called "growth" stocks , of companies in industries which 
have not yet b~ome established, frequently sell at very high price-earn-
ings ratios, parti~ularly in their early years when earnings are necessarily 
small; the large price-earnings ratio is very obviously highly dependent 
on the market's prognosis of suceess for the industry i n general or the 
corporation in particular. 
The yield is determined by dividing the annual dividend 
by the current market price of the stock and multiplying the quotient by 
80 100 to express the ratio as a percentage. To an investor interested in 
incOQe fr~ hie investment, the yield of a stock is of paramount importance. 
In the case of growth issues, the investor is more interested in apprecia-
tion in the market value of his holding, so the stock yield is relatively 
unimportant. 
To an investor. the use of yields and price-earnings ratios 
to determine whether a stock price at a given time is hi.gh or low depends 
on the extent to which past and present values can be correlated with 
future performance. The investor does not buy past or present perfonnance; 
he buys on his estimate of the future, which must be reasonable in the 
light of past performance but is not wholly determined by it. The following 
section describes a fundamental approach to the determination of the value 
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of a stock. based on the determinants of value just described and on a 
statistical method for correlating them with market price . 
6.1.2 Correlation of Determinants of Value with Stock Prices 
One of the well-known investment services , Arnold Bern-
hard •s The Value Line, attempts to reduce the prediction of the market 
price of a stock in the next year , and for a period three to five years 
in the future, to an objective proeesa in which the statistical correla-
tion of certain of the basic determinants of investment value with the 
market price plays an important part. Since this approach to security 
analysis is easily adapted to a digital computer, the processes involved 
will be described. 
Mr. Bernhard contends that political and economic factors , 
aueh as inflation, projected future growth of the economy. and technolog-
leal breakthrough are significant in terms of their eventual effect on 
earnings and dividends, but are unreliable as a base for generalization 
regarding current stock values; that each stock has an individual price-
earnings ratio, which normally varies with differing earnings levels; and 
81 that the ultimate determinant of stock value is dividend-paying ability . 
Bernhard has developed techniques to assess a stock's general safety based 
on the growth t .rend and stability of earnings and dividends, and uses 
these techniques to divide the various stocks on which his service reports 
into nine quality grades. The method involves rather simple procedures , 
and could easily be automated in a digital computer. The raw data required 
for each stock would be annual per share earnings and dividends for each 
of the post-World War II years, annual high, low, and average prices for 
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each of those years, and three lists of stoeks of "well-defined quality" 
82 (highest, medium, and .speculative). 
The first step in the process is to determine for each 
stock~ including those on the well-deftmed-quality list, measures of 
growth and stability. A growth number is determined using the stock's 
pas.t earnings and dividend record. The percentage changes in per-share 
earnings and dividends are noted from year to year, from three-year period 
to three-year period, and from five-year period to five-year period, to 
average out wild changes which might result if a single year's values 
fluctuated more than would be characteristic for the entire period. Code 
numbers, ranging from +4 to -4, are assigned to values of percentage 
change from "over loot increase" to "50.11.. or more decrease." in increments 
of 25"t, to avoid distortions caused by extreme fluctuations. The code 
numbers for earnings and dividends are totalled separately, and a composite 
growth number for the stock determined by multiplying the earnings code 
number sum by 2 (on the basis of an a priori decision that earnings have 
twice the weight of divideud.s in growth determination) and adding it to 
the dividends code number sum. Figure XXIV illustrates this computation 
as it would have been performed for American Machine and Foundey in 1958; 
if it were repeated today, the years 1959 and 1960 would be included, also. 
A growth index. or percentile ranking, in 5-percentage-point increments is 
then assigned each stock by arranging all stocks in order of growth number 
and dividing them into 20 equal groups. The group with the highest growth 
numbers is assigned an index of 100. the next group 95. etc. 
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JI£11-SHARE EARMIN8S JI£11-SHAII£ DIYID£MDS 
Ptr C•t Code fltrC-' c... 
Chanp ...... c-.. ..... 
One-Year Period 
1947 to 1948 + 17.5% + 1 0 0 
1948 to 1949 - 81.6 - 4 0 0 
1949 to 1950 -!-490.5 + 4 0 0 
. 1950 to 1951 + 23.4 + t 0 0 
1951 to 1952 + 17 .0 + 1 + 4.6% +1 
1952 to 1953 -1- 8.4 
-!- 1 + 29.4 + 2 
1953 to 1954 - 20.1 - 2 + 5.7 + l 
1954 to 1955 t- 3.2 j_ 1 + 1.1 + 1 
1955 to 1956 + 89.4 + 3 + 7.4 +t 
/956 to /957 + 15.8 + 1 + 28.7 +2 
1957 to 1958 9.1 - 1 + 30.8 + 2 
Three-Year Period 
1947 tv 1950 + 27.8% + 2 0 0 
1948 to /951 + 34.2 + 2 0 0 
1949 to 1952 + 752.4 -+· 4 + 4.6% + 1 
/950 to 1953 + 56.5 L 3 -1- 35.4 + 2 
1·951 to 1954 T 1.3 + 1 + 43.1 + 2 
1952 to 1955 - 10.6 - 1 + 38.2 +2 
1953 to 1956 + 56.2 + 3 + 14.8 + 1 
1954 to /957 -f- 126.5 + 4 + 39.8 + 2 
1955 to 1958 +- 99.4 + 3 + 80.8 + 3 
· Five-Year Period 
1947 to 1952 + 84.5 % + 3 + 4.6% + 1 
1948 to 1953 + 70.2 +- 3 + 35.4 + 2 
1949 to /954 -t-638.1 + 4 + 43.1 + 2 
1950 to 1955 + 29.0 + 2 + 44.6 + 2 
1951 to 1956 + 98.0 + 3 + 55.4 + 3 
1952 to 1957 + 96.1 + 3 + 91.2 + 3 
1953 to 1958 + 64.4 .. + 3 + 93.2 + 3 
TOTAL +48 -t-39 
Composite Growth Number : (-t-48 X 2) + 39 = + 135 
FIGURE XXIV 
COMPUTATION OF GROWTH NUMBER FOR AMERICAN MACHINE AND FOUNDRY 
Source: Bernhard, Arnold: The §valuation of Common Stock•~ 
New York, Simon and Schuster, 1959. p. 43. 
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Next, a stability number is computed, based on atock price 
variation, since it is contended that prices fluctuate in proportion to 
the variation of earnings and dividends. The SlUlual high prices, low 
prices, and average prices for each postwar year are totalled, and the 
sum of the lows subtracted from the sum of the highs. A correction for 
long-term price trend, determined by subtracting the 1947 average pr i ce 
from the average of the final two years' average prices, is subtracted 
from the sum of annual price ranges to avoid penalizing stabili ty because 
of growth , aod the adjusted sum is divided by the sum of the annual average 
prices to obtain a price stability rati o. The price stabi lity ratio varies 
inversely with the stabi lity of the stock, so all stocks are arranged in 
inverse order of stability ratios and assigned a stability index in a 
manner identical to that used iu assigning a growth index. 
A multiple regression analysis is performed to determine 
the influence -- if any -- of the two variables on a third variable: 
quality. The first step in this analysis i8 to assign an arbitrary quality 
n~ to e~h of the three groups of stoeka of well-defined quality. To 
achieve a division of all stocu into nine quality groups , with equal 
class intervals from 0 to 9 ,. quality numbers of 7 . SO, 4.50, and 1.50 are 
aasigned the high, medium .. and speculative quality stocks , respectively. 
A multiple regression analysis f..a then performed to produce an equation 
which can be used to determine quality grade as a function of growth number 
and stability ratio. (The growth index and stability index are used aa 
aucb to provide additional background data to subscribers to the invest-
ment service.) Once a quality number il determined , the stock may be 
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placed in one of the nine classes (A+ , A, A-, B+ , B, B-, 0+-, C, C-). Pro-
vision is made for choosing the quality grade aasigned c stock as either 
of the grades nearest which ita value falls (a stock in the upper half of 
the B+ range may be assigned either a B+ or an A- grade). Aloo , based on 
human judgment, an additional change of one grade up or down, to take into 
account yield history, is permitted. A quality grade thus measures past 
growth and stability, confirmed by the stock's typical yield. For investors 
interested in long- term holding of stocks, quality ia a very important 
factor; it is a measure of defense against unforeaeeable contingencies. 
Although the determination of quality gTade by the method 
just described can be subjected to considerable c riticism f r om both an 
economic and statistical point of view, it was described here since it 
illustrates the types of computation employed in multiple regression analysis 
of time series, used by Bernhard to relate variations in determinants of 
value to variations in stock prices , and beeauae it may be used to show how 
a COlJlPUter might be employed in such analysis. 
To determine quality number with a digital computer , it is 
required that earnings, dividends , and high, low, and averag.e pl."ices for 
each stock of interest for each postwar year be punched into cards or coded 
onto magnetic tape. The computer would be loaded with a program to perform, 
for each stock, the simple calculations described above for detentining 
growth number and stability ratio. The equation determined by the multiple 
regression analysis of the quality numbus, growth numbers , and stability 
ratio of stocks of wall-defined quality would also be stored in the computer , 
and the values determined for each new stock would be substituted tn the 
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equation to derive a quality number , wbi.ch would be printed by the machine 
along with the stock name and other data required. The ordered Uats of 
stocka by growth and stability would alao be maintained by the computer; 
as changes, in the form of new stocks or aew data on previously stored 
stocks were received, the computer would rearrange the lists , count the 
number of stocka, divide each list into 20 equal groups , and print out 
new growth and stability indexes for all atocka, or for only those in 
which changes had occurred aa a result of the new data, aa desired. To 
facilitate operation, the computer would maintain basic data for each 
stock on a magnetic tape. Sueh items u prices , earnings , and dividends 
would need to be supplied the machine in detail only when a stock ia first 
added to the list; subsequently, only new annual data would be read in, 
and the computer would add it to the magnetic tape file for later use in 
ctuaU.ty grade or other determinations . 
The determination of the appreciation potentiality of the 
price of a stock for a period three to five years in the future is ex-
tremely difficult; Mr. Bernhard recognizes the difficulty of projecting 
the economic aituation that far into the future , but states that a reason-
able hypothesis can be made snd used to estimate probable atock perform-
83 
ance. Using such a hypothesis, the average price potentiality for each 
stock for the three-year period three to five years in the future is 
estimated . Economic indexes aucb aa gross national product , population, 
total labor force , disposable income, and consumer expenditures are corre-
lated with the sales of the company under atudy; the relationahip of the 
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company 's groas plant account to sales is also used to project sales into 
the future. Next,. earnings and dividends are estimated by financial state-
ment analysis and projection, and the price is estimated as a function of 
the yield representative of the stock and of the projected yield of 45 
high-quality atocb. The price is also estimated from price-earnings 
ratio projection, and all stocks are then ranked in order of estimated 
percentage increaae in price from the present to the period three to five 
yeara henc.e; the list ia divided into five equal groups, with stocks of 
highest appreciation potentiality rated I. those with least potentiality 
rated V. This process is largely diacretionary; many factors which could 
be programmed for a computer only with considerable difficulty must be 
considered in arriving at ranking•. The amount of intuitive decision-malt-
tog and the volume of knowledge of external condition8 militate against at-
tempting to reduce this analysis to a computer program. 
Assuming that the problems of assigning a quality grade to 
the stock and estimating its appreciation potentiality have been solved, 
the final -· and most difficult -- task is to determine ~ether the stock 
ia currently selling for more or less than its value. The Value Lf».e p,at · 
1ng is an average price for the next 12 months statistically determined to 
be normal for that period; to the extent that the current price varies from 
the rating, the service contends that the stock is overvalued or under-
valued . The early Value Line ratings used a viaual fit to a curve of the 
84 
stock's price versus earnings and book value; the ratings thus derived 
were adequate for long-range prediction but did not discriminate suffi-
ciently during the subsequent year , for which the best forecasts of earn-
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ings could be made. lD attempting to improve the ratings, the dividend 
was found to have a stronger influence on normal stock price for a one-
year period than the earnings. Consequently.. a tWltiple regression 
analysis was performed to develop an equation for annual average price 
as a function of book value (the capital which produces earnings), earn-
ings, and dividends per share; and of the previous year's average price 
(to give effeet to the persistence commonly noted in stock p~ice trends) . 
The formulas developed by this method were found to be unstable from year 
to year; when a new year of observation was added to the time aeries, the 
weights computed for earnings , dividend.t 10 and previous year's price shifted 
radically. Also, the regression analysis , performed as it is according to 
rigid statistical rules, frequently resulted in equations which gave very 
little weight to earnings or dividends; if the earnings and dividends for 
a certain period did not fluctuate in co~eletion wi th the price.. the equa-
tion automatically and objectively placed all the weight on the previous 
year's price. 85 Also, the high interdependence between earnings and di vi-
dends resulted in instability if the relationship varied even slightly. 
The present Value Line Ratings attempt to answer the prob-
lema just described . They combine earnings and dividends by dividing the 
standard deviation of dividends for the period from 1937 to the present by 
the standard deviation of earnings for the same time, multiplying this 
ratio by the earnings for each year (to equalize the variations in the earn-
ings and dividends time series), and adding the product to the dividends 
for the year. A correlation is computed for each of five quality groups, 
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cotrq>Osed of stocks of A+ and A, A- &ltd B4-, B- and C and c- quality grades 
grouped together, relating the combined curve of earnings and dividends 
computed as described above, the previous year•s price, and the average 
of 45 stock yields to the annual average price of each quality group over 
a 23-year period. All the factors are expressed in logarithms. The yield 
of 45 stocks was introduced to provide a market sentiment factor vhich 
would avoid forcing the lagged price and earnings-dividends curve to 
account for that portion of the price fluctuation that might have been 
caused by market sentiment. The yield factor was then assigned a constant 
value, equivalent to the average yield of the 45 stocks for the 23-year 
period, to recove its influence on the formula and give adequate weight 
for earnings, dividends, and price. Finally, to adjust the rating to the 
average price level of a particular stock, a constant to be added to the 
price and earniugs-plus-dividends must be computed as follows: the average 
of the logaritlms of the lagged price and the average of the logarithms of 
the combined earnings and dividends, each multiplied by the appropriate 
weighting factor, are· subtracted from the average annual price (expressed 
in logarithms) for the postwar years. The resulting constant, when in-
serted in the equation for the quality group to which the stock belongs, 
adjusts the formula to compute the individual stock's Value Line Rating. 86 
The multiple regression analysis to relate earnings, divi-
dends, lagged price, and stock yields to average stock price u completely 
analogous to that previously described for relating growth and stability 
to stock quality. Once a computer program to solve the generalized system 
of equations in four variables required for Value Line Rating correlation 
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analysis 1s pre;>ared, it can be csed to perform this type of Gn4lysia Oil 
any system of up to four variables. Indeed , general-purpose programs of 
thio type a.re available in the program libraries of mo::Jt COUX?U~.er centers, 
and require only that the neceso~J inpat d3ta be provided in th~ format 
ccccptable to the prograo. 
6.1.3 Forecasting Stocl-; Pricea With Multiple Regression Analysis 
Let us asau:me that we have prepared a computer pro3%'am to 
prepare ratings of the Value Line type, and that we have provided it with 
the necessary input programs to accept raw data on prices. earnings, divi-
dends, yields , mtd selected lists of stocks of various qualities. Let us 
further asaume that the correlation f8Ctors for the various q_uality grades 
are stored by the progrt\111. We shall exsmine bow well a projection made 
for stocks in the autoroobila industry in March , 1960, t:."'uld match the stock 
prices actually paid in March, 1961. 
Figure XXV illustrates the data that misht have been printed 
by a computer in }larch, 1960, together with the actual closing prices for 
e:u:h stock at the end of l!arch. 1961. Despite the objectivity of the rat-
ing process , or perhaps becau::Je of it (and t:he apparent irrationality of 
the investing public) • only in the cases of Ford Motor Compon7 of Canad£\ 
and General Motors has there been good correlation . The uctiou of the 
market in the yenr since March, 1960, has not borne out the predictions of 
the rllting process. The computer might well be progranmed to attempt corre-
lation of other stock or economic fundamentals with the priceo of these 
stocks , perhaps determining that for this industry group a modification to 
the forculas will produce closer correlation. 
MARCH, 1960 PREDICTED MARCH, 1961 
STOCK PRICE FORMULA ~CE PRICE 
American Motors 29 0 .370 LOG (0 .31 X EARN . + 1 .00 X DIV. + 1.00) + 1.304 14 21 
Chrysler 63 0.370 LOG (0 .51 X EARN + 1.00 X DIV . ) + 1 468 59 44 
Ford Motor 85 0. 440 LOG ( 0. 50 X EARN . + l. 00 X DIV . ) + l. 42 8 68 80 
Pord Motor Co . o£ Canada 175 0.440 LOG (0.41 X EARN + 1 .00 X DIV) + 1.642 140 143 
General Motors 51 0.550 LOG (0.57 X EARN . .J- l.OO X DIV ) + 1.302 47 46 
Studebaker-Packard 22 0.250 LOG (0 .23 X EARN + 1.00 X DIV. + 1.00) + 1.152 15 8 
(ALL PRICES ADJUSTED FOR STOCK SPLITS) 
FIGURE XXV 
AUTO-tOBILE INDUSTRY STOCK PRICE PROJEcriON FROM MARCH, 1960 TO MARCH, 1961 
Sourcez The Value Li ne Survey 
.... 
t; 
• 
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Despite the apparent poor performance of the multtpl~ 
regression analysis nethod in the example used, there is merit to this 
approach It t!'.ay not Pdequately eccount for market psychology, but 
fr1rther ~rork on the method may reveal a factor which eonsiderably improves 
the forecast1 o capabilities . A digital computer program capable of rap-
idly computing a multiple re~ession formula makes it possible to attempt 
many more analyses thM m&\Wll methods; a rogram to measure the success 
of correlation is a further tll:le-aaving feature that can easily be added 
to the syete'll. 
As contrasted with the fundamental approach to security analysie, 
the teehnic~L'!PProac!!, which studies the market itself, rather than the 
goods !n which the ~rket deals, is taken by roany investors, particularly 
those interented in trading on short-term swings of the market as a whole 
or of a single issue in p3rt!cular. The technical student contends that 
suppl:r and demand determine the real value of a share of a given stock; and 
that this is reflected in the transactions concluded on the floor of. the 
88 New York Stock Exchange, f.or any stocks traded there. Be further claims 
that the market price ref.lects not only the €undamental i ntrinsic value 
of the stock, but alao the market 'a estimate of future developments based 
on the views of many investors, whose viewpoints differ but which in their 
89 totality set the price of the stock. The buie of security analysis us-
ing the technical approach is the recognition of changes, detectable through 
analysta of time aeries charts of daily, weekly, and monthly stock prices 
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and daily volumes. in the trend of the movement of the price of a partic-
ular stock The Dow Theory, of course. uses the technical approach to 
analyze the movement of two price averages, for industrial and railroad 
stocks, to determine whether a change in the major price trend of the 
market as a whole bas occurred. 
The technical analysis of securities involves the application 
of a large number of very strictly stated, but intrinsically simple. rules 
to the graphs of prices and volumes to determine that a change in price 
trend bas occurred. If a computer is supplied with the raw price and 
volume data for each stock of interest over an adequate period of tit11e• 
and is provided the criteria for recognizing each of the chart formations 
believed by the analyst to be significant, recognition of reversal patterns 
such as head-and-shoulders , triangles, wedges, rectangles, and double or 
triple tops or bottoms, can be almost completely automated. By providing 
suitable program control data via punched cards, the sensitivity of the 
program can be varied, weekly or monthly instead of daily data can be used. 
and patterns can be added or deleted, as desired. The preparation of 
charts can likewise be assigned to the computer, with various linear and 
semi-logarithmic printouts available either at pre-arranged intervals or 
when requested by insertion of a punched card. 
To illustrate the types of decisions a computer would make i n 
technical security analysi s , let us examine the requirements for recogniz-
ing one of the most widely respected reversal formations, the head-and-
shoulders top. This fOTmation, occurring after a more or leas extensive 
advance, is used to recognize the beginning of a price movement downward. 
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The computer program to examine price and volume charts would perform 
the following checks in attempting to identify chart data as a head-and-
90 
shoulders top: 
1. Was there a strong rally with heavy trading volume following 
a more or less extensive advance, followed by a minor recession on which 
volume was considerably less than during the days of rise and at the top? 
(this forms the "left shoulder") 
2. Was there another high volume advance wbieh reached a higher 
level than the top of the left shoulder, then another reaction on less 
volume taking prices down to below the top of the left shoulder? 
(this forms the "head11) 
3 . Was there a third rally, on less volume than associated with 
either the left shoulder or head. which failed to reach the height of the 
bead before another decline set in? (this fonns the "right shoulder") 
4. Finally, did prices decline after this third recession below the 
level of a line drawn across the bottoms of the recessions between the 
left shoulder and the bead and the head and the right shoulder, and close 
any day below that line by an amount equivalent to 3 percent of the stock's 
market price? (thie is the "confirmation" or "breakout") 
The line across the bottoms may be horizontal or sloping, and the 
time required to form one of the peaks may differ considerably from that 
required to form the others, but as long as all the restrictions in which 
the investor is inter ested are represented in the program, the computer 
will correctly distinguish the head and shoulders top from other formations , 
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and print out data to indicate its choice and how it waa made. Further, 
the computer program, once written, can be used on all stocks, thus re-
moving one of the major restrictions of technical analysis: the need 
for so much detailed at tent ion to the charta of stock prices and volumes 
that only a few stocks can be followed by the analyst . Particularly in 
the case of analytical services, where it is desired to study as many 
stocks as possible, the ability of the computer to perform technical 
analysis of the entire list of stocks in a short time 1a extremely valuable . 
6 . 3 A Di gital ~utar Program to Aid in Investment Portfolio Selection 
Most investors have rather specific goala for their investment 
programs, such as security of principal, capital growth, or maxiaun i ncome. 
Regardless of his confidence in the methods used for analyz i ng securities, 
the wise i nvestor does not place all of his funds in a single stock 
Rather, he assembles an investment portfolio composed of a relatively large 
number of securities, on the assumption that at least a few of h i s analyses 
wi ll not prove correct. He is thus protected against large losses in most 
circumstances, with the possible excepti on of a general severe business 
depression. 
The problem of portfolio selecti on arises once the investor has 
completed careful analyses of the financial strength and future business 
and market prospects of each company considered for inclusion . The investor, 
in allocating his capital among the securities, must bear in 11lind a large 
number of factors , among which are the current divi dend rates, the future 
prospects with regard to i ncome and capital appreciation, and the r isks for 
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each company . Be DUSt decide for each security whether or not to include it 
in his portfolio, and if so, the percentage of his capital to be put into 
it. In the case of an investment advisor, the problem is compounded by the 
fact that a single analyst has probably not analyzed all the stocks avail-
able for the portfolio. The problem is one which can be attacked by the 
mathematical technique of linear programming, since it ia characterized by 
the need to optimize the combinati on of a large nlllllber of variables to 
attain certain goals within certain restrictions. 
The digital computer is well suited to linear programming problems, 
aince they are characterized by systems of equations easily programmed for 
computer solution; the computations which can be completed by a digital 
computer in a few minutes would require weeks of manual effort to perform. 
The Corporation for Economic and Industrial Research has developed a method 
91 for using linear programming to assist in portfolio selection. The pro-
gram does not perform security analysis; it provides, instead. a more de-
tailed framework in which the analyses of a large number of securities can 
be combined to optimize a portfolio . Given the required inputs, the com-
puter performs the necessary linear programming computations and prints 
out a r ecoamended portfolio, which can be mathematically shown to be the 
best combination of securities that could be selected for the objectives of 
the portfolio, within the constraints of the available data and the limits-
tiona placed on the portfolio. Pinal adjustments may then be made by the 
investor; the computer program is not a substitute for seasoned judgment, 
merely a tool to assist in reaching sound decisions . 
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The following data on the portfolio are required by the computer 
program: 
1. The present monetary value of the portfolio; 
2. The primary objective of the portfolio: income, safety, 
growth, or a cod>inat ion of these; 
3 . If income is the primary objective, a detailed description, 
including the minimum level desired., or the desire to maximbe income; 
4. If the objective is a combination of income, safety, and 
growth, the combination should be described, e .g. , to aim for a certain mini-
mum income, and given this income, to maximize safety, or to devote a certain 
percentage of the portfolio to growth stocks and a eert.ain percentage to 
safety, and to aim for a certain minimum income; 
S. The desired limitatiollB as to security types, concentration 
in certain securities or industries, etc . • by percentage of the portfolio 
allmvable for each class of security; 
6. The restrictiotlS as to the 111iniaann number of shares which can 
be bought or sold; and 
7 . The percentage of the pocrtfolio which can be turned over at 
any particular tLme . 
In additions the program requires the following analytical data 
on each security in the portfolio or available for consideration: 
1 . The present market pri ce; 
2. The latest 12 months • earnings; 
3. The current d ividend or interest (in dollars); 
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4. A forecast of earnings, and dividends or interest, for 
the next year; 
5 . A confidence factor expressed in terms of the percentage by 
which earnings and dividends may vary from the forecast amount; and 
6 . Couments as to whether the investor feels that the price-
earnings ratio of the security will change significantly over the next 
yeaY . The investor need provide data only on prices, earnings, and divi-
dends or interest; although financial statement data may be used in the 
security analysis, they are not needed for portfolio analysis. 
To design a diversified portfolio, it is desirable to s4lect stocks 
with minimum price change c.orrelation with one another . Since stock prices 
tend to rise and fall together to some degree, the program d i vi des the 
securities into industry groups and determines the correlation coeffi cients 
for each security in relation to every other securi ty in the same industry 
group and for each group as a whole with every other group, to enable the 
portfolio selection process to aeleet stocks whose price movements are as 
little correlated as possible. 
The computer process for developing an optimum portfolio begins 
by setting up a tTial portfolio which is unlikely to be the best one possi ble 
but which satisfies all the restricti ons . The program then seeks among all 
the securities for ways in which one or more of the securities in the trial 
portfolio can be exchanged for others to produce a more favorable portfolio 
for the stated objectives; the stated restrictions must be observed in any 
recommended transactions . Thi s step is repeated until no further improve-
ment can be made . 
l.SO. 
The computer attempts to maximize future earnings and favorable 
price-earnings ratios when growth is the objective; to maximize dividends 
or interest when income is desired; and to minimize the correlation among 
the securities held and select securities in which the investor's fore-
casta of future earnings were made with high confidence toThen safety ia the 
objective of the portfolio. 
Once the program has been set up, and the securities data pro-
vided, i t is possible to experiment with various portfolio objectives. If 
certain aecuritiea are recoaxmended by the program over a wide range of 
objectives, they are probably more suitable for an objective 1n the appro~i­
mate middle of the range than securities which appear only occasionally tmen 
the objectives are varied. The sensitivity of the recommended portfolio to 
any of the i nputs can also be ueesaed by these experioental runs . At 
periodic inta-vale after the portfolio has been set up, the program can be 
run again to assess how well the portfolio is meeting its goals, and to make 
reco111:1endat ions for changes if these are desirable. The computer program 
can include a routine which computes buying and selling costs, so changes 
which are not valuable enough to offset the expenses of turning over the 
securities would not be recommended. 
A computer program for portfolio analysis can provide an objective 
assessment of the worth of any of a large number of securities to a specific 
portfolio . 'l1le recommendations of the program, although they mathematically 
optimize the selection of securities to fulfil stated investment goals, 
cannot be followed blindly. A seasoned investor, on receiving the computer's 
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output, is noc likely to feel that an incorrect selection has been made, 
but he may well feel, on the basis of the portfolio recommended, that 
some modification of the desi red goals or the restrictions would result 
in a portfolio which more nearly fits his needs . Si milarly, intangible 
information available to the investor but not to the computer may dictate 
that modifications to the recommendations be made. The effect of the 
changes desired by the investor can be quickly computed by the program, to 
provide a check on the result of following the chosen course of action . 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Modern high•speed digital computers are descended from a long line 
of calculating equipment, dating from the invention of the first adding 
machine by Pascal in 1642. The concept that a machine can perf orm a 
sequence of computations w:i.thout the need of human intervention was 
first stated by Charles Babbage in 1830; the basic requirements for a 
high-speed electronic digital computer were formulated by Norbert Wiener 
in 1944. Since 1944, the development of computers has been rapid, so 
that today a prospective user may select among more than forty diEferent 
computers, matched to scientific, control, or business applications of 
almost any size. 
The typical digital computer is comprised of an input element, 
which reads data into the machine; a storage element, for holding data 
and the program to operate on the data; an arithmetic unit, which per-
forms on the data the various operations of which the machine is capable; 
a control element, which implements the instructions stored in the 
memory in the sequence coumanded by the stored program; and <n output 
element, which records the results of the computat i on or controls ex-
ternal equipment. The major advantage of the digital computer for QOdern 
data processing applications is its flexible stored program; the program 
is the key to the computer 1 s ability to perform a wi de vari ety of tasks 
without the need for human intervention and to make complex logical de-
cisions automatically. 
High- speed digital computers have recently found application to 
brokerage bouse accounting. At leaat one computer center apecifically 
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oriented to the processing of financial data is available to brokerage 
firms in New Yor'~'s financial district, and small high- speed computer 
systems for individual brokerage house use are commercially available . 
The brokerage house operations of purchase and sale recording, ledger 
maintenance, statement preparation , and analysis of operations can be 
performed more accurately, quicklj, and economically by digital computer 
syst~~ than by any other method; continued experience with these systems 
in brokerage firm accounting will doubtless result in further economies 
and the development of additional applications, if the experience of 
digital computer users in other fields is borne out. 
The use of a digital computer to assist in portfolio analysis, uti-
lizing linear programming techniques, has been proposed . This process 
uses aa inputs security analyses prepared previously to optimize a port-
folio for selected goals and within desired restrictions. The computer 
may be used to review the portfolio from time to tioe, to determine whether 
changes should be made to improve performance. 
An additional area of f inancial data process ing to which digital com-
puters might be applied is security analJsis. Although there will doubt-
less always be a need for some human interpretation of the data, there 
are many tasks involved in security analysis which are well suited to 
digital computer performance, by virtue of their repetitive nature or 
their processing of a large number of stmilar data for many securities in 
a short span of ttme. The forecasting of stock prices by ~eans of mul-
tiple regression analysis of fundamental factors, as used by The Value 
1~. 
Line Survey, can be greatly facilitated by the use of a digital computer . 
Similarly, technical analysis of stock price trends through recognition 
of specified formations on charts of prices and volumes can be performed 
automatically. In neither case, of course, can the computer's outputs 
be accepted without discretion unless the user hae entered all applicable 
data and made provision for it all to be processed; to the extent that 
subjective or intuitive data is required by the particular analysis per-
formed, this must still be provided by the analyst . Current work on 
improving the learning capabilities of computers may , in time , point the 
way to methods by which the entire analysis may be made by a computer. 
Modern d)gital computers can perform many of the data processing 
tasks of financial institutions rapidly, accurately, and economically 
enough to have received wide acceptance. Extension of the application of 
digita,. computers to other financial data processing tasks requires only 
natural development from today'• techniques, in many cases. The use of 
a digital computer to perform, or at least to assist in security analysis 
appear3 feasible; additional work in this area is required to define 
specific areas of applicability and to measure the degree to which com-
puter-aided security analysis is successful. 
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